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Abstract 
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a promising alternative to liquid chromatography and is 
increasingly used in environmental, clinical and pharmaceutical analysis for a variety of reasons, 
such as high separation efficiency, short analysis time and low sample consumption. However, the 
low concentration sensitivity, especially for the most widely used UV absorbance detection due to 
short optical path length, and the adsorption of adsorbing species in a sample on the inner capillary 
wall are the major drawbacks of CE. The improvement of the relatively poor sensitivity and 
prevention of the adsorption have become one of the current trends for CE analysis. 
Sample preconcentration is an effective method to lower the detection limits of CE. So far, 
various off-line, on-line, in-line and in-capillary sample preconcentration methods have been 
developed for CE. In this thesis, novel in-capillary preconcentration methods by making use of 
isoelectric focusing (IEF) and solid phase extraction (SPE) were developed. The methods had been 
applied to the analyses of proteins and chlorophenols. 
Isoelectric focusing is an effective preconcentration approach for zwitterions ions such as 
proteins and peptides. In-capillary IEF sample preconcentration for CE of proteins in a single fused 
silica capillary with or without deactivation treatment was developed. A short section of porous 
capillary wall near the inlet end was made by HF etching method. Protein sample in pH3 was filled 
in the vial at the inlet end of the capillary, while NaOH solution was added into the porous 
capillary-hold vial. An electric voltage was applied between the inlet end and the etched porous 
wall to form a boundary of H+ and OH- in the capillary. The positive protein ions electromigrated to 
the boundary and were isoelectricly focused at points corresponding to their respective pI value 
during the sample injection. This meant the proteins were concentrated in the boundary. The IEF 
sample preconcentration and its dynamic process were first visually confirmed with the 
whole-column imaging technique. For two or three model proteins of bovine serum albumin, 
lysozyme, and ribonuclease A, the preconcentration factors were over 100-fold.  
When the IEF sample injection-CE was carried out with an untreated fused silica capillary, the 
reproducibility of migration time and peak height became poor because the electroosmotic flow 
(EOF) was inevitable in this case. An improvement was made for the application in the untreated 
capillary. By using a rubber block at the outlet end of the capillary during IEF sample injection, the 
EOF was efficiently prevented. 
An in-capillary SPE-CE method was also developed. A frit of 0.5 mm length was first made in 
the inlet end of the capillary by a sol-gel method, followed by packing a SPE sorbent. The analytes 
were extracted into the sorbent, and then separated by conventional CE. The method shows wide 
linear range, acceptable reproducibility and excellent sensitivity. When it was applied to the 
determination of phenol derivatives, 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, the detection 
limits were lowered over 4000-fold. The capillary packed with the SPE sorbents can be used for 
more than 400 runs. However, this method suffered from the adsorption of adsorbing species in the 
sample in the inner wall of the capillary. 
In order to overcome the adsorption problem, a hole on the capillary wall was opened near the 
frit. The sample waste was expelled from the hole, thus the adsorption problem no longer existed. A 
preconcentration factor of about 16000 fold was obtained. This approach permits application of the 
in-capillary SPE-CE method to complex real sample, such as downstream river waters. It was 
demonstrated that the method could be directly applied to determination of chlorophenols on the 
level of 0.02 ppb in complex river water without adsorption problem. 
The developed methods show the merits of no existence of dead volume, sample loss, and no 
requirement of coupling components. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
 
1. Research background 
1.1. Brief introduction of capillary electrophoresis 
    Electrophoresis is a separation method based on the differential rate of migration of charged 
species in a buffer solution across which has been applied a dc electric field. This separation 
technique was first developed by the Swedish chemist Arne Tiselius in the 1930s for the study of 
serum protein; he was awarded the 1948 Nobel Prize for this work [1]. 
    Electrophoresis separations are currently performed in two quite different formats: one is 
called slab electrophoresis and the other capillary electrophoresis. The first is the classic method 
that has been used for many years to separate complex, high-molecular-weight species of biological 
and biochemical interest. It is currently the most widely used separation tool of the biochemist and 
the biologist. Capillary electrophoresis (CE), which is an instrumental version of electrophoresis, 
was first demonstrated by Jorgenson and Lukacs in the early 1980s [2-4] and there was explosive 
growth in research and application in the last two decades. It has been developed into a very 
powerful analytical tool used by chemists and life scientists and may be regarded as one of the most 
important advancements in analytical chemistry [5]. In many cased, this new method appears to be 
a satisfactory substitute for slab electrophoresis with several important advantages, such as 
high-speed, high-resolution separation on exceptionally small sample volumes, and quantitative 
determination. 
    Compared to conventional liquid chromatographic techniques (such as HPLC), CE offers 
advantages of high efficiency, short analysis time, simple apparatus, small sample and separation 
buffer volumes, low running costs, and ease in changing the separation buffer. Additionally, 
selectivity in CE separation can be easily altered through the use of different buffer additives [6]. 
CE is now a useful alternative to gas and liquid chromatographies. 
1.1.1. Basic theoretical concepts 
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1.1.1.1. Electrophoretic mobility and electroosmotic flow 
    The migration velocity of an ion in centimeters per second in an electric field is equal to the 
product of the field strength E (V cm-1) and the electrophoretic mobility μe (cm2V-1s-1). That is, 
            ν = μeE                        (1-1) 
The electrophoretic mobility is in turn proportional to the ionic charge on the analyte and inversely 
proportional to frictional retarding factors. The electric field acts only on ions. If two species differ 
either in charge or in the frictional retarding factors they experience in moving through the buffer, 
they will be separated from each other. Neutral species are not separated. The frictional retarding 
force on an analyte ion is determined by the size and shape of the ion and the viscosity of the 
medium in which it migrates. For ions of the same size, the greater is the charge, the greater is the 
driving force and the faster is the rate of migration. For ions of the same charge, the smaller is the 
ion, the smaller is the frictional forces and the faster is the rate of migration. The ion’s 
charge-to-size ratio combines these two effects [1, 5]. 
    Electroosmotic flow (EOF) strongly influences CE separations. Simplistically defined, EOF is 
the movement of the separation buffer through the silica capillary as a result of the existence of a 
zeta potential at the solvent/silica interface. Above pH3, this interface is negatively charged as a 
result of the deprotonation of silanol groups (Si-OH) and attracts cation from the separation buffer 
to form an electric double layer. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the double layer consists of an inner layer of 
tightly bound, immobile cations and a diffuse outer layer of more mobile ions. Upon application of 
an electric field, cations in its outer portion flow toward the cathode and, since they are more 
solvated, transport bulk liquid in the same direction. The EOF velocity v is given by an equation 
similar to Equation 1-1. That is, 
           ν= μeoE                              (1-2) 
where μeo is the electroosmotic mobility of the buffer system employed. The rate of EOF is 
generally greater than the electrophoretic migration velocities of the individual ions and effectively 
becomes the mobile-phase pump of capillary zone electrophoresis. Even though analytes migrate 
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according to their charges within the capillary, the EOF rate is usually sufficient to sweep all 
positive, neutral, and even negative species toward the same end of the capillary, so that all can be 
detected as they pass by a common point. 
 
Figure 1.1. Electroosmotic flow (EOF) of aqueous electrolyte solution in a fused silica capillary 
 
    In the presence of EOF, an ion’s velocity is the sum of its migration velocity and the velocity 
of EOF. Thus, 
          ν= (μe + μeo)E                          (1-3) 
Note that μe for an anion will carry a negative sign. As a result of EOF, order of elution in a typical 
CE separation is first the fastest cation followed by successively slower cations, then all the neutrals 
in a single zone, and finally the slowest anion followed by successively faster anions. 
    The velocity of EOF can be altered by adding buffer to adjust the pH and/or solution viscosity, 
adding a radial field, adding anionic surfactants at concentrations below the critical micelle 
concentration, or adding organic solvents to the separation buffer. EOF can also be reversed through 
the addition of a cationic surfactant. Furthermore, EOF can be eliminated by coating the capillary 
walls with reagents that result in a neutral wall surface [7]. 
    Since EOF is driven by the zeta potential at the capillary walls, there is a flat velocity 
distribution across the diameter of the capillary. The pluglike profile of CE is advantageous because 
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it greatly reduces the velocity gradient across the column, decreasing band broadening due to slow 
mass transfer across such a gradient [8]. 
1.1.1.2. Efficiency and resolution 
    Under ideal conditions, axial diffusion is the primary band broadening mechanism in CE. 
Assuming that axial diffusion dominates, efficiency, N, is calculated from the equation [8] 
        N = [(μe + μeo)V]/2D                          (1-4) 
Where N is the number of theoretical plates, V is the applied voltage, and D is the diffusion 
coefficient of the solute. Efficiency is most strongly influenced by the magnitude of the applied 
voltage and increases with applied voltage, but at some point, Joule heating actually diminishes the 
efficiency observed. Efficiency can also be limited by the concentration of solute injected, 
solute-wall interactions, and temperature gradients. 
    In practice, efficiency, N, can be calculated from the equation [9] 
     N = 5.54 (td/W1/2)2                                 (1-5) 
where td is the migration time, and W1/2 is half width of the peak. 
    The mobilities of a pair of injected solutes have a strong influence on the resolution (Rs) 
obtained for them as given by [8] 
     Rs = (N1/2/4)[(μ1-μ2)/( μav+μeo)]                      (1-6) 
where μ1 and μ2 are the mobilities of two solutes and μav is their average mobility. Resolution is 
maximized by large differences in solute mobilities, high applied voltages, and EOF opposing the 
mobilities of the solutes. However, extreme magnitudes of these variables can lead to problems 
such as long analysis times and Joule heating [9]. 
In practice, resolution, Rs, can be calculated from the equation [9] 
     Rs = (t1 – t2)/[1/2(W1 + W2)]                         (1-7) 
where t1 and t2 are migration times of solute 1 and 2, W1 and W2 are peak widths of solute 1 and 2, 
respectively.  
1.1.2. Instrumentation 
    Different CE instruments are commercially available but many researchers use home-made 
instruments due to their ease of construction and higher flexibility. Figure 1.2 is a scheme of the 
basic instrumentation used in CE. The two ends of a capillary filled with an electrolytic solution 
(buffer solution) are inserted into two reservoirs, which also contain the electrolytic solution and the 
electrodes. A high-voltage power supply (HV) allows the separation voltages to be applied once the 
sample has been introduced into one end of the capillary. At the other end of the capillary, detection 
of solutes is achieved. An amperometer enables measurement of the current intensity through the 
capillary. 
 
HV
Buffer Sample Buffer
Electrode Electrode
Capillary
Detector
A
 
Figure 1.2. Schematic of a CE instrument 
 
1.1.3. Separation modes 
    Capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) is the simplest separation mode in CE. In CZE, a 
capillary filled with an electrolytic solution is used. Separation of analytes is based on the 
differences in their electrophoretic mobilities [2, 10-18].  
    In electrokinetic chromatography (EKC), in addition to the electrolytic solution, a major 
component called the pseudostationary phase is employed. Both electrophoresis and EOF are the 
means of transporting the pseudostationary phase and solutes inside the capillary. Separation of 
neutral and charged analytes is possible based on the existing differences in their distribution 
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coefficients between the pseudostationary phase and the surrounding aqueous phase [19-23]. 
    In capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), analytes are separated according to their charge and 
size in an electrolytic solution to which a gel-forming medium is added. The gel acts as a molecular 
sieve to produce a size-based separation [24-28]. CGC is very useful in the separation of 
macromolecules. 
    In capillary electrochromatography (CEC), separation of analytes is based on their distribution 
between mobile and stationary phases, but the mobile phase moves by EOF [29-33]. 
    Capillary isotacophoresis (CITP) is achieved in a discontinuous buffer system. Sample 
components condense between the so-called leading and terminating electrolytes, producing a 
steady-state migrating configuration composed of consecutive sample zones [34-37]. Leading ions 
have the highest mobility and terminating ions the lowest. 
    In capillary isoelectric focusing (CIEF), amphoteric analytes are separated on the basis of their 
isoelectric points. Sample ions are mixed with the carrier ampholytes that span the desired pH range, 
and the mixture is loading onto the capillary. If an electric field is applied, the ampholytes build up 
a pH gradient and the sample analytes migrate until they reach a region of pH where they become 
electrically neutral and therefore stop migrating. Then, zones are focused until a steady-state 
condition is reached [38-42]. 
1.1.4. Application 
    CE has been applied to a variety of difficult analytical separation problems: inorganic anions 
and cations, amino acids, catecholamines, drugs, vitamins, carbohydrates, peptides, proteins, 
nucleic acids, nucleotides, polynucleotides, and numerous other species [43-50]. For many years, 
CE has been the powerhouse method of separation of proteins (enzymes, hormones, antibodies) and 
nucleic acids (DNA, RNA), for which it offers unparalleled resolution. 
 
1.2. Problems in CE 
The most commonly employed detection systems in CE are those using UV absorbance 
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detectors, which are simple, low-cost, easy to use, and have a high versatility [51-56]. The main 
drawback of the detection is its limited concentration sensitivity. Short optical path length (less than 
100 μm) is a main reason. In real application, its low concentration sensitivity remains a serious 
hindrance to the analysis of trace levels of analytes. Improving sensitivity is essential to promote the 
use of CE methods. The development of techniques for improving detection sensitivity is currently 
one of the priority research areas in CE [56]. The adsorption of adsorbing species in real samples on 
the inner wall of capillary is another problem in CE. In application of CE to complex samples, 
especially biological and environmental samples, sample clean-up is usually required. 
    The approaches to sensitivity enhancement in CE include the use of sensitive detection 
systems and sample preconcentration. 
1.2.1. Sensitive detectors for CE 
    The use of fluorescence detection allows an increase in the sensitivity with respect to UV-Vis 
absorption. The use of pre-column, on-column, or post-column derivatisation allows detection of 
those compounds without native fluorescence. Laser-induced fluorescence detection is one of the 
most sensitive detection modes in CE [57-60].  
    One way to increase sensitivity in optical detection is by using capillaries with larger inner 
diameters but this is not always possible due to the loss in peak efficiency that results. Another 
possibility is the use of extended path lengths in the capillaries, such as Z-shaped, bubble cells or 
multi-reflection detection cells [61-65]. 
    Electrochemical detectors have become increasingly important in CE in recent years [66-70]. 
This detection mode is based on a reaction at an electrode surface and, as a consequence, in contrast 
to UV-Vis detection where the response of the detector is dependent on path length, cell volumes 
can be made very small with no decrease in sensitivity. 
    Conductivity detectors are considered to provide universal detection. They are very useful for 
detecting non-absorbing ions and can also work in an indirect mode. The combination of CE with 
suppressed conductivity detection has allowed an increase in the sensitivity obtained with this type 
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of detector [71-73]. 
    Mass spectrometry is one of the most attractive and powerful detection techniques in CE due 
to its sensitivity, universality, and the structural information it provides. Its main drawback is the 
high cost of mass spectrometers and interfaces [74-77]. 
1.2.2. Sample preconcentration 
    Besides the use of sensitive detector and detection system, sample preconcentration can 
also effectively enhance the detection sensitivity [78-80]. Preconcentration methods can be divided 
into three main categories: electrophoretic method, adsorption method and those using a hollow 
fiber or porous membrane. Sample preconcentration for CE can be classified in three modes: 
off-line, on-line and in-line [81, 82]. In-capillary preconcentration is defined as that CE and 
preconcentration are performed in a single capillary [83]. 
1.2.2.1. Electrophoretic preconcentration 
Sample stacking, transient ITP, sweeping, and dynamic pH junction are major preconcentration 
techniques that have been reported in CE. These techniques relies on differences in electrolyte 
properties between sample and background electrolyte (BGE) zones, such as conductivity (ionic 
strength), electrolyte co-ion mobility, additive concentration (analyte-additive interactions), and 
buffer pH. Besides, a concentration method with a sharp pH gradient created by directly inserting a 
platinum wire into the capillary has been reported [84]. Most of electrophoretic preconcentration 
methods are in-capillary mode, although ITP has been used for off-line sample preconcentration of 
CE [85]. 
1.2.2.1.1. Sample stacking technique 
    In general, the concentration effect of sample stacking relies on the electrophoretic velocity or 
electric field strength between the high- and low-conductivity zone, which are used as background 
and sample zones, respectively [86-93]. The basic principle of sample stacking of anions is shown 
in Figure 1.3 [86]. The sample region is a low-conductivity solution while the background region is 
a high-conductivity solution. When high voltage is applied, the electric field strength (E1) over the 
low-conductivity sample zone will be much stronger than that (E2) over the BGE zone. In sample 
stacking, E1 can be enhanced several hundred times more than E2. Since the velocity of analyte ions 
is directly proportional to the field strength, the larger the difference in conductivity or resistance 
between the sample matrix zone and BGE buffer, the faster analytes will migrate through the 
high-resistance or low-conductivity zone. Therefore, the velocity of the analyte will be higher in the 
sample zone until it reaches the buffer interface. Once the ions migrate into the region of 
high-conductivity BGE buffer, they will slow down and experience a lower field strength E2. The 
abrupt change in migration velocity of analyte across the concentration boundary results in 
reduction of sample zone length, thus providing zones with concentrations higher than the original. 
Sample stacking can provide from 10 to 1000-fold improvement in detector responses [87], thus 
expanding the applicability of CZE to many field involving trace analysis. In sample stacking, the 
concentration efficiency is affected by pH, buffer concentration, and composition. 
Sample region 
(low-conductivity) 
E1
Background buffer 
(high-conductivity) 
E2
+ 
+ 
Stacked sample zone 
B 
A 
 
Figure 1.3. Schematic of sample stacking. (A) Low-conductivity sample zone is injected into the 
capillary filled with BGE, which has high-conductivity. (B) Sample zone is focused across the 
across the boundary of sample/BGE after applying high voltage. 
 
1.2.2.1.2. ITP preconcentration 
    ITP is carried out in a discontinuous electrolyte system, consisting of a leading (L) and a 
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terminating (T) electrolyte [94-103]. The principle of ITP is depicted in Fig. 1.4 [94]. The capillary 
and the cathode reservoir are filled with the leading electrolyte, whose cations must have a higher 
mobility than that of the analyte cations. The leading electrolyte forms the front zone. The anode 
reservoir is filled with the terminating electrolyte, which must posses a lower mobility than that of 
the analyte cationic species. The terminating electrolyte forms the rear zone. The sample solution is 
introduced between T and L zones, and each analyte migrates between L and T zones. Thus, the 
sample zones are sandwiched between L and T zones. In order to maintain the transport of the 
constant current through the system, the mixed sample zones are separated further, until each zone 
contains only one cationic species. When a steady state is reached, all ions migrate at constant 
velocity. In the sample zone, no BGE is present, and the flow of electricity in the direction of zone 
migration is maintained only by the analyzed substances. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Schematic principle of ITP. (A) Initial state, (B) steady state. 
 
    When the steady state has been reached, the different zones will not be broadened further 
because of the “self-correction” of the zone boundaries: if a cation remains behind a zone with a 
higher field strength, its migration velocity increases until it reaches its own zone again. If the 
cation diffuses into a preceding zone where the electric field is lower, its velocity will decrease until 
all sample zones migrate with the same electrophoretic velocity.  
1.2.2.1.3. Dynamic pH junction preconcentration 
    In general, when the ionizable functional groups of the analytes are weak acids or bases, the 
A 
B 
T              B A        L
T                              L+ 
+ 
A 
B 
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net charge of the analyte ion is dependent on the degree of ionization given by the pKa value of the 
acidic or basic functional group and the pH of the solution. Dynamic pH junction preconcentration 
was based on this principle [104-110]. The principle of dynamic pH junction for weakly acidic 
analyte is depicted in Fig. 1.5 [104]. In this example, the weakly acid analytes are dissolved in a low 
pH value sample matrix, whose pH value is lower than pK values of the analytes. At this pH,  
 
Figure 1.5. Schematic principle of dynamic pH junction. 
 
the weakly acidic analyte is neutral. When a large volume of a dilute sample solution is injected into 
the capillary filled with high pH BGE, there is a pH junction between the sample matrix zone and 
BGE (Fig. 1.5A). With the application of a high voltage, the original pH junction does not persist, 
as it is titrated with the hydroxide ions from the BGE. When the sample matrix zone moves along 
the capillary driven by EOF, dynamic pH junction sweeps across the sample zone until the pH 
difference is gradually dissipated. In this process, neutral or weakly acidic analytes become 
negatively charged because of dissociation of proton. The migration velocities of weakly acidic 
Sample zone 
(low pH) GBE (high pH) 
pH junction
+
+
+
EOF
Weak acidic analyte      Unfocused analyte (neutral or strongly acidic analyte) 
A 
 
 
 
B 
C 
 
 
 
D 
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analytes become low owing to the large negative mobility they acquire because EOE is strong in the 
opposite direction. The weakly acidic analytes can therefore be focused into a sharp zone at the 
boundary between the sample matrix zone and BGE (Fig. 1.5B and C). Howevere, dynamic pH 
junction is not applicable to neutral or strongly acidic analytes whose mobility is independent of 
buffer pH. After the sample matrix zone with low pH is titrated by BGE completely, the focused 
analytes are separated by CZE (Fig. 1.5D). The pH junction range for the focusing of weakly acidic, 
basic or zwitter-ionic analytes is optimized based on their pKa. 
 
1.2.2.1.4. Sweeping 
    Preconcentration techniques based on electrophoretic effects, such as sample stacking, ITP and 
dynamic pH junction, are able to focus only charged analytes. There is a special preconcentration 
method for focusing neutral analyte in EKC, which is named sweeping [111-115]. Sweeping is 
based on a physical phenomenon that works well for all neutral analytes with great affinities toward 
the pseudostationary phase. Sweeping in EKC is defined as the picking and accumulation of 
analytes by the pseudostationary phase that penetrates the sample zone during application of 
voltage. 
    The principle of sweeping is depicted in Fig. 1.6 [111]. In this case, the pseudostationary phase 
is an anionic micelle of sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS). EOF is assumed to be zero by using low 
pH buffers. The analytes are electrically neutral and prepared in the matrix having same 
conductivity as that of GBE. However, sample matrix is void of micelle. A long plug of the sample 
solution is injected into a capillary previously filled with BGE (Fig. 1.6A). When a high voltage is 
applied, the neutral analytes will not migrate by themselves until they are incorporated into the 
micellar pseudostationary phase.The anionic pseudostationary phase enters the capillary and sample 
zone when a high voltage is applied (Fig. 1.6B). As the pseudostationary phase passes through the 
sample zone, the analytes are picked up and accumulated. After a certain period of time, all analyte 
molecules are picked and accumulated by the pseudostationary phase as shown in Fig.1.6C. And 
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then, the focused analytes are separated by MEKC (Fig.1.6D). In terms of the principle of sweeping, 
preconcentration results from the interaction of analytes and the pseudostationary phase, and 
includes partitioning, complexation, hydrophobic interaction and chemical derivation with rapid 
kinetics. 
 
Figure 1.6. Principle of sweeping. (A) Injection of a sample solution. The conductivity of the 
sample matrix is the same as the micellar BGE. (B) Applying a high voltage, micelles from the inlet 
end enter the sample zone and sweep the analytes into narrower bands whose width depends on the 
retention factor. (C) The sweeping is completed when the micellar BGE fills the whole sample zone. 
(D) Separation of analytes based on MEKC. 
 
1.2.2.1.5. CIEF 
For zwitterions ions such as proteins and peptides, isoelectric focusing (IEF) is an effective 
concentration approach. In a conventional capillary IEF (CIEF), where carrier ampholytes, 
phosphoric acid (anolyte), and sodium hydroxide (catholyte) were used for establishing a stable pH 
gradient. Proteins in a whole capillary can be focused to sharp zones [116]. Recently, CIEF without 
carrier ampholyte [117] or carrier ampholyte free-IEF [118, 119] has been demonstrated too. A 
Sample zone GBE 
+
+
+
A 
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Analytes being swept 
Completely swept analytes 
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neutralization reaction boundary can be generated when opposite electromigrating fluxes of H+ and 
OH- ions meet each other in a column [118, 119]. Despite of high concentration factor in CIEF, few 
works on on-line combining of CIEF and other CE modes have been reported [119, 120]. This is 
because running buffer, anolyte, and catholyte used in CIEF are too different from those in other CE 
modes [119, 120]. One approach to couple CIEF and other CE modes is to use two separate 
capillaries. One is for CIEF and the other for CE. However, capillary-switching with accurate 
timing-controlling is required for transferring the focused peak from the CIEF capillary into the CE 
capillary [119, 120]. Moreover, on-line coupling of the two capillaries resulted in dead volume and 
decrease of concentration factor. Also, sample loss in the transferring process occurs usually. 
Therefore, it is ideal and desirable to combine the CIEF and other CE modes in a single capillary. 
 
1.2.2.2. Adsorption preconcentration 
1.2.2.2.1. Solid phase extraction 
    Solid phase extraction (SPE) can be used to concentrate the trace analytes. It can be combined 
with CE in off-, on- or in-line mode [121-137]. 
    In on-line SPE-CE [122-127], a preconcentration column was usually connected to a CE 
system via a valve or tee joint. Figure 1.7 shows a micro C18 trapping column-CE system with a 
micro valve [126]. A micro C18 trapping column is coupled on-line to a micro injection valve that is 
positioned in a CE system. The preconcentration-CE procedure includes analyte trapping and 
desorption, capturing of a part of the elution plug in the loop of the in-line injection valve (valve 2), 
and (partial) injection of concentrated sample out of the loop into the separation capillary with 
subsequent separation. However, the SPE-CE couplings were complicated in construction. Band 
broadenings were sometimes inevitable because the connection of SPE column and CE capillary 
generally produced dead volume at the interface of the used valve or tee joint. Also, the desorption 
solvent required is usually on the order of μL, much larger than the acceptable injection volume in 
CE. Therefore, only a little part of eluted sample could be injected into the separation capillary after 
the SPE sample preconcentration, resulting in a fall of preconcentration efficiency. 
 
 
Figure 1.7. Schematic diagram 
of the preconcentration-CE 
system with in-line injection 
valve. The framed part 
represents the in-line injection 
valve-CE system. Lengths of 
fused-silica capillaries (75 μm 
i.d.) are shown in italics (cm). 
Valves 1 and 2 are microvalves; 
valve 3 is a regular valve. Valve 
arrangements are shown during 
(a) loading, (b) desorption, and 
(c) sample injection into the CE. 
After sample injection, valve 1 is 
switched back to its original 
position, as in (b). 
 
 
 
    For another type of on-line preconcentration, sometimes also called as in-line SPE-CE 
[128-137], the preconcentration column is an integrated part of the CE system. These systems are 
featured by directly immersing the separation capillary into a SPE tube [133-137], or coupling the 
SPE tube to the separation capillary with a PEEK union [132]. An open-tubular capillary coated 
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with a sorbent [128-131], a capillary packed with a modified monolithic bed [132], and a short 
piece of tube packed with SPE matrixes [133-137], have been used for the in-line coupling mode. In 
in-line SPE-CE, the amount of desorption solvent is usually several tens of nL, much smaller than 
that in on-line SPE-CE. Significantly high preconcentration efficiency can be obtained. Figure 1.8 
shows the connection of the separation capillary (50 μm i.d.) and the SPE capillary (200 μm i.d.) 
packed with C18 alkyl-diol silica [135]. 
 
Figure 1.8. Cross-section of (A) the extractor and (B) the enrichment capillary where Lt (28–58 
cm) is the enrichment capillary total length, Ld(21.2–51.2 cm) is the length to the detector, Li (5.4 
cm) is the length of the inlet capillary and le (1–3 mm) is the extractor length. 
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     If SPE and CE are carried out in a single capillary, dead volume can be completely eliminated.  
A separation capillary coated with a sorbent was such a typical example [128-131]. However, the 
preconcentration capacity is usually limited because the ratio of the surface area of the sorbens to 
the volume of capillary is relatively small [128-130]. Therefore, it is ideal to combine SPE and CE 
in a single capillary by directly packing sorbent into the capillary. 
    A special form of SPE is solid phase microextraction (SPME) [138-141], which can also be 
combined with CE and uses small fibers coated with a suitable sorbent. 
1.2.2.2.2. Liquid-liquid extraction 
    Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) is frequently applied to off-line sample preconcentration [142]. 
Other liquid phase extractions, such as liquid phase microextraction (LPME) [143-145], 
electroextraction (EE) [116] and supported liquid membranes (SLM) [146, 147], can be combined 
with CE by off- or on-line ways. Figure 1.9 shows a method that applies on-line back-extraction 
field-amplified sample injection (OLBEFASI) to the extractants by solvent microextraction (SME) 
in CZE [144]. After off-line SME, the water-immiscible solvent samples was transferred to the 
sample vial and sealed with a water plug. Then, a voltage was applied to electrokinetic injection. 
 
Figure 1.9. Schematic illustration of the sample stacking mechanism of SME-OLBE-FASI-CE. 
 O represents neutral analyte; ○+  represents analyte’s conjugate acid.  
 
1.2.2.2.3. Other methods 
    Immunoaffinity chromatography [148, 149] and moleculary imprinted polymer technology 
[150, 151] are two useful preconcentration methods in analysis of biological samples, usually 
combined with CE in on- or in-line mode. 
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1.2.2.3. Preconcentration using a hollow fiber or porous membrane 
    A hollow fiber can be used for off-line preconcentration [152]. Since water in the hollow fiber 
filled with sample solution can be removed by evaporation or Donna effect, the sample ions in the 
hollow fiber are concentrated into a zone only a few mm long. Finally, the concentrated sample 
zone is injected into a capillary for CE. 
    In on-line mode, as shown in Fig. 1.10, a short hollow fiber with a suitable molecular weight 
value is directly connected to the inlet end of the separation capillary [153, 154]. During sample 
injection, an injection electric field is applied across the hollow fiber. Macromolecular ions migrate 
into the hollow fiber from a sample vial. Since the hollow fiber does not permit macromolecular 
ions, such as proteins, to pass through, the macromolecular ions are concentrated in the hollow fiber. 
After a certain period of preconcentration, the electric field is turned off. Subsequently, the 
separating electric field is switched on and CE is carried out. This concentration principle is further 
developed into an in-capillary preconcentration method by etching a short section of capillary into a 
porous joint which allows electrical conductivity but blocks the analyte ions [82, 155]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.10. Illustration of experimental system for the on-line electrophoretic concentration 
method of CE. 
 
    An in-capillary preconcentration method of protein using a cellulose acetate (CA)-coated 
porous membrane has been reported [156]. CA membrane is fabricated at one of the ends of the 
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column that allows the passage of buffer ions but excludes larger protein molecules. 
1.2.2.4. Adsorption problem in preconcentration procedures 
    The adsorption of some adsorbing compounds on the inner capillary wall in real samples 
would result in change of migration time and decrease of separation efficiency. In on-line mode, the 
sample wastes would not pass through the separation capillary during preconcentraion, thus the 
adsorption of adsorbing species in real samples would not occur. In in-line mode, the sample wastes 
passed through a part or whole separation capillary, the adsorption problem occurred. In in-capillary 
mode, except the cases of porous membrane or semipermiable-based preconcentraton [82, 155], 
where the membrane were made at the inlet end of the capillary, the adsorption problem seriously 
exists because a part or the whole capillary was filled with sample in preconcentration. For example, 
due to the serious adsorption of protein on the capillary inner wall during the in-capillary sample 
preconcentration [156], a capillary can be used in CE for only three times with an acceptable 
repeatability for migration time and peak height. 
 
2. Research objective 
Because off-line preconcentration is time-consuming and labor-tedious, on-line or in-line mode 
is advantageous when a small amount of sample was treated. As described in the previous section, 
dead volume exists in on-line or in-line mode, but does not in in-capillary mode. However, the 
in-capillary mode is with the adsorption problem. 
The aim of the work is to develop novel in-capillary preconcentration and clean-up methods 
without adsorption problem. The detail works include: (1) isoelectric focusing sample injection for 
CE using a single deactivation treated fused silica capillary (chapter 2); (2) isoelectric focusing 
sample injection for CE in a single untreated fused silica capillary (chapter 3); (3) in-capillary solid 
phase extraction-capillary electrophoresis (chapter 4); (4) capillary electrophoresis with in-capillary 
solid phase extraction sample clean-up (chapter 5). 
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Chapter 2  Isoelectric focusing sample injection for capillary 
 electrophoresis of proteins 
 
1. Introduction 
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) has moved to the forefront of analytical methodology. 
Comparing with other separation methods such as HPLC, CE has enormous benefits such as high 
separation efficiency, short analysis time, and low sample consumption. However, a major 
drawback of CE is poor concentration detection limits [1, 2]. Particularly for the most widely used 
UV absorbance detection, the concentration detection limit is generally on the order of 10 – 
100-fold higher than that of HPLC due to the short optical pass-length. Improvement of the 
capillary geometry and optical design, such as use of a bent capillary (Z-cell) [3], a silver-coated 
capillary (multireflection flow cell) [4], a bubble-cell or extended light part capillary [5-7], end 
column [8] and off-column [9] detections, is one approach to lower the detection limit of CE. 
Another effective approach is sample concentration [2]. On-line sample concentration techniques 
developed so far can be divided into chemical adsorption methods and electrophoretic concentration 
approaches [2]. The former combines a micro chemical adsorption preconcentration technique such 
as the solid phase extraction to CE. The later includes various stacking methods [10-23] based on 
the conductivity difference between sample and the running buffer. Isotachophoresis is another 
electrophoretic concentration method [24-27]. Other electrophoretic concentration methods, such as 
sweeping [28], pH junction [29], and recently reported nonuniform capillary modulation [30], are 
also based on the velocity difference when ions move across the boundary of a sample plug and a 
running buffer. A semipermeable microdialysis hollow fiber directly connected to the inlet end of a 
capillary can also be used for concentration of protein samples since large proteins cannot pass 
through the hollow fiber [31, 32]. Recently, this concentration principle was further developed by 
etching a short section of capillary into a porous joint which allows electrical conductivity but 
blocks the analyte ions [33]. Very recently, concentration method with a sharp pH gradient created 
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by directly inserting a platinum wire into the capillary has also been reported [34]. 
For zwitterions ions such as proteins and peptides, isoelectric focusing (IEF) is an effective 
concentration approach. In a conventional capillary IEF (CIEF), where carrier ampholytes, 
phosphoric acid (anolyte), and sodium hydroxide (catholyte) were used for establishing a stable pH 
gradient. Proteins in a whole capillary can be focused to sharp zones [35]. Recently, CIEF without 
carrier ampholyte [36] or carrier ampholyte free-IEF [37, 38] has been demonstrated too. A 
neutralization reaction boundary can be generated when opposite electromigrating fluxes of H+ and 
OH- ions meet each other in a column [37, 38]. Despite of high concentration factor in CIEF, few 
works on on-line combining of CIEF and other CE modes have been reported [38, 39]. This is 
because running buffer, anolyte, and catholyte used in CIEF are too different from those in other CE 
modes [38, 39]. One approach to couple CIEF and other CE modes is to use two separate capillaries. 
One is for CIEF and the other for CE. However, capillary-switching with accurate 
timing-controlling is required for transferring the focused peak from the CIEF capillary into the CE 
capillary [38, 39]. Moreover, on-line coupling of the two capillaries resulted in dead volume and 
decrease of concentration factor. Also, sample loss in the transferring process occurs usually. 
Therefore, it is ideal and desirable to combine the CIEF and other CE modes in a single capillary. 
In this work, we report carrier ampholyte free-IEF sample injection for CE of proteins in a 
single capillary. A short section of porous capillary wall was made near the injection end of the 
capillary. The IEF concentration and its dynamical process are first visually confirmed with the 
whole column imaging detection technique [40-44]. Then, IEF sample injection-capillary zone 
electrophoresis (CZE) of proteins is carried out. A high concentration factor can be obtained. 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA), lysozyme, and ribonuclease A are used as model protein samples. 
 
2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Reagents and samples 
All solutions were prepared using distilled deionized-water. All chemicals were of reagent 
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grade and were used as received. Proteins were from Sigma, and other reagents were from Wako 
Chemicals. A tris (50 mM)-phosphoric acid running buffer solution (pH 3.0) was prepared by 
adding 1 M phosphoric acid solution into 50 mM tris solution until the pH reached 3.0. 
Hydroxypropylmethylcellulose was added into the running buffer for decreasing adsorption of 
proteins on capillary wall, and its concentration was 0.5%. The model proteins were dissolved into 
the running buffer solution with desirable concentrations. 
2.2. Capillary electrophoresis instrumentation 
The CE instrument was similar to that used in our previous works [31, 32]. A high-voltage 
power supply (Matsusada Precision Inc., Japan) provided injection and separation voltages. An UV 
absorbance detector (CE-970, Japan Spectroscopic Co.LTD) was used for UV detection at 220 nm. 
A commercial deactivation treated fused silica capillary (Product No. 1010-35845, GL Science Inc. 
Japan; the capillary was originally from Polymicro Tech., i.d.: 50 μm; o.d.: 360 μm) was used as a 
separation capillary. Its total length was 70 cm, and the length from the inlet end to the detector was 
50 cm. The capillary was rinsed sequentially with 1 M NaOH, water, and the running buffer 
solution for 30 min before use. 
2.3. Etching of capillary wall 
    Etching of capillary wall with HF has been reported [32, 33]. In this work, we improved the 
HF etching method. Polyimide coating at about 4 cm from the inlet end of the capillary was first 
burned off. Most part of the burned region of the capillary was coated with epoxy resin, and the 
remained part (about φ1 mm) was used for etching to porous. As shown in Fig. 2.1A, the burned 
part of the capillary was fixed in bottom of a Teflon vial (vial 2). The inlet and detection ends of the 
capillary were immersed into another two Teflon vials (vials 1 and 3), respectively. The capillary, 
vials 1 and 3 were firstly filled with 0.001 M NaCl solution. Then, 49% HF containing 0.001 M 
NaCl was added into the vial 2 for the etching. At the same time, an electric voltage of 100 V was 
applied between vials 1 and 2, and an ammeter was used for monitoring electric current. Before the 
burned part of the capillary became porous, the electric current was zero because of insulator of the 
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capillary wall. The HF solution was withdrawn sooner after the electric current was observed in the 
ammeter (the etching time was about 1 hour). Size of holes in the porous wall was smaller than 
molecules of protein BSA since BSA could not be injected from the porous wall. The etched porous 
capillary was reproducible with different capillaries, and no plug was found in one month’s 
experiment. Details about the etching and the porosity of the etched wall will be reported elsewhere. 
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Fig. 2.1 Illustrations of experimental setups for the HF etching method (A) and IEF sample 
injection for CE (B). 
 
2.4. Sample injection and CE procedures 
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The capillary and vial 3 were firstly filled with the pH 3.0 running buffer (Fig. 2.1B). Protein 
samples and NaOH solution with certain concentration were added into vials 1 and 2, respectively 
(Fig. 2.1B). Then, an electric field of 200 V/cm was applied across vials 1 and 2 for sample 
injection. The electric current during the sample injection process was monitored too. After certain 
period of time, the sample and NaOH solutions in vials 1 and 2 were replaced with the running 
buffer, and a voltage of 20 kV was applied across the two ends of the capillary (vials 1 and 3). 
2.5. Whole column imaging CE experiments 
A whole column absorbance imaging CIEF instrument [42] (iCE 280, Convergent Bioscience, 
Canada) was used in the experiments. A cartridge originally for whole column imaging CIEF [42] 
was modified as shown in Fig. 2.2A). The separation column was a fused silica capillary with a 
length of 5 cm (o.d. 200 μm, i.d. 100 μm). The outside polyimide coating of the capillary was 
removed, and the inside surface was coated with fluorocarbon. One end of the capillary was directly 
in a reservoir, and another end was connected to an introduction capillary (same o.d. and i.d. as the 
separation capillary) with a dialysis hollow fiber (Fig. 2.2A). The whole capillary was illuminated 
with light of 280 nm. The transmitted light through the capillary was detected by a linear CCD 
sensor, and the light intensity was converted into an absorbance value. In the whole column 
imaging experiments, BSA sample in the running buffer was added into anodic reservoir (as an 
anolyte). In cathodic reservoir, either the running buffer or 0.01 mol/L NaOH solution was added 
(as a catholyte). Then, the running buffer was introduced into the separation capillary through the 
introduction capillary. Finally, a voltage of 500V was applied across the two reservoirs, and electric 
current was monitored. Whole column absorbance images were taken for every 40 s. 
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Fig. 2.2 Illustration Experimental setup of whole column absorbance imaging for observing 
movement of the sample front (A) and whole column absorbance images of the BSA sample front 
under normal CE conditions (B). In experiments of B, both the capillary and the cathodic reservoir 
were filled with pH 3.0 running buffer; anodic reservoir was filled with BSA sample dissolved in 
the running buffer. Electric voltage over the anodic and cathodic reservoirs was 500 V. Arrows 
represent the locations of BSA front at different time. Concentrations of BSA were 2 mg/ml. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Principle of the method 
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As illustrated in Fig. 2.1B, when an electric field was applied across the vials 1 and 2, OH- ions 
in vial 2 will pass through the porous wall and electromigrate toward anode, while H+ in capillary 
and vial 1 will electromigrate toward cathode. When fronts of the H+ and OH- fluxes meet each 
other, neutralization reaction occurs at the boundary or interface. This results in a pH step or sharp 
pH gradient across the boundary. When positive protein ions electromigrate to the boundary, they 
will be isoelectricly focused at points corresponding to their respective pI. This means that the 
proteins in the vial 1 can be concentrated at the boundary. This is the principle of the method. 
It should be noted that the pH gradient and isoelectric focusing of proteins in the boundary are 
different from those in traditional CIEF, where a linear pH gradient is established by carrier 
ampholyte. Recently, Huang et al. [36] has reported CIEF in pure water, where a pH gradient was 
established by H+ and OH- produced in electrolysis of water in the vicinity of anode and cathode, 
respectively. For that case, pH gradient was also distributed in the whole capillary between anodes 
and cathodes because concentrations of H+ and OH- were largest near anode and cathodes, 
respectively. On the other hand, although electrode reactions at anode and cathode also produce H+ 
and OH- in this experiment, their amounts were not so much as to change pH in solutions of vials 1 
and 2. Moreover, the capillary was filled with pH 3.0 running buffer beforehand. Therefore, pH 
gradient only existed across the boundary or interface of the H+ and OH- fronts. As stated below, 
the boundary would move depending on concentrations of H+ and OH-. Therefore, it is a dynamic 
sharp pH gradient. It should be noted that little separation occurred in the IEF concentration because 
the sharp pH gradient only existed in the boundary. 
3.2. Direct observation of the IEF concentration at the boundary 
Here, the whole column imaging detection technique [40-44] was first applied for direct 
visualization of the IEF concentration of protein BSA in the dynamic pH gradient. Because the 
etched capillary could not be simply applied in the commercial whole column imaging CIEF 
instrument, a commercial cartridge originally for CIEF was modified (Fig. 2.2A). In comparison 
Fig. 2.2A with Fig. 2.1B, the modified cartridge was essentially with the same structure as the IEF 
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sample concentration capillary except that the hollow fiber replaced the etched porous wall. There 
is a dead volume in the hollow fiber connector, but it affects the IEF little. Another difference is that 
the capillary in the modified cartridge was coated with fluorocarbon, while the capillary in Fig. 
2.1B was deactivation treated by a Patent method of GL Science Inc. (it was told that the Si-OH of 
the fused silica was replaced by Si-C bond). The fluorocarbon coating made the electroosmotic flow 
(EOF) very small in the modified cartridge. The Si-C deactivation treatment also made the EOF 
very small. Moreover, the electric field was applied only between vials 1 and 2 in Fig. 2.1B. Liquid 
in the long part of the capillary between vials 2 and 3 gave a back pressure to the EOF between 
vials 1 and 2 [9]. Therefore, the actual EOF in the HF etched capillary was also very small in the 
IEF sample injection process. 
Firstly, movement of BSA front under a conventional CE experimental condition (both the 
catholyte and analyte in Fig. 2.2A were with the same pH, thus no neutralization reaction occurred 
in the capillary) was observed. As shown in Fig. 2.2B, when 100 V/cm was applied, positive BSA 
ions (pI of BSA is about 4.9, thus it is positively charged at pH 3.0) moved into the capillary from 
anodic reservoir, and electromigrated toward the cathode at a velocity of about 7.5 mm/min. At 
about 400 s, the BSA front has moved to the hollow fiber connector (not imaged). On the other 
hand, when the catholyte was 0.01 mol/L NaOH, the BSA front moved much slower (Fig. 2.3) than 
that in Fig. 2.2B. The BSA front has electromigrated to only about 2 cm at 400 s (Fig. 2.3A). For 
this case, the neutralization reaction between H+ and OH- produced water in the boundary. That is, 
concentrations of H+ and OH- greatly decreased in the boundary. This results in decrease of the 
electric conductivity in the boundary. Thus distribution of electric field between vials 1 and 2 
became inhomogeneous. The electric field was increased in the boundary while decreased in the 
other parts. The increase of the electric field resulted in fast electromigration of ions including 
buffer ions in the boundary. This induced the further decrease of ion concentrations and electric 
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Fig. 2.3 Whole column absorbance images of the BSA sample front under condition of IEF sample 
injection at different times (A: 0-400s; B: 10 min-40 min). The capillary was firstly filled with pH 
3.0 running buffer. Cathodic reservoir was filled with 0.01 mol/L NaOH solution; and anodic 
reservoir was filled with BSA in the running buffer. Other experimental conditions were same as 
those in Fig. 2.2B. 
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conductivity in the boundary. However, decrease of electric field in other part of the capillary 
resulted in decrease of the electromigration velocities of ions. This explained well why BSA front 
moved much slower in Fig. 2.3 than that in Fig. 2.2B. Figure 2.4 shows the determined electric 
current change. It is clear that the electric current decreased greatly at the beginning, then decreased 
slowly. 
Because pH in the catholyte and buffer inside capillary were about 12 (0.01 mol/L NaOH) and 
3.0 respectively, there was a pH gradient in the neutralization boundary. In early studies of IEF, Dr. 
H. Svensson [45, 46] called a pH gradient existed in a mixing zone between two buffers of different 
pH an ‘artificial pH gradient’, with respect to a ‘natural pH gradient’ between anode and cathode 
produced be stationary electrolysis of water in existence of ampholytes [45-46]. The artificial pH 
gradient is in quasiequilibrium, thus the position of the pH gradient is subjected to change by 
electric migration of buffer ions and samples [45, 46]. Position of the pH gradient in the 
neutralization boundary was moved a little in the experiments as stated below. 
Figure 2.3B showed that the BSA front had moved to about middle of the 5 cm-long capillary 
at about 10 min (the lowest line). At about 17 min, one sharp peak was observed in front of BSA. 
This peak was the focused BSA at the boundary. This meant that a part of the BSA front had moved 
into the boundary. The BSA was further electromigrated into the boundary, and thus peak of the 
BSA increased continuously. This means that BSA from anodic reservoir continuously concentrated 
at the boundary. Figure 2.3B also showed the slow movement of the pH gradient position. 
3.3. IEF sample concentraton-CE of proteins 
Next, IEF sample concentration-CE of BSA was carried out with the HF etched capillary. 
During the IEF sample concentration, change of electric current with time was similar as that shown 
in Fig. 2.4. This suggests that the IEF of BSA occurred in the boundary. After the IEF sample 
injection, CE was carried out. In CE process, H+ from the running buffer in vial 1 electromigrated 
into the boundary. The isoelectricly focused proteins became positively charged by combining with 
the H+. The positively charged proteins electromigrated toward the detector and moved out of the  
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Fig. 2.4 Change of electric current with time during experiment of Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2.5 Results of the IEF sample injection – CE of BSA. The IEF sample injection condition: 
Concentrations of NaOH and BSA in vials 2 and 1 (Fig. 2.1) were 0.01 mol/L and 0.005 mg/ml, 
respectively. Electric voltage across vials 1 and 2 were 800 V. Sample injection (concentration) 
time was 20, 30, and 40 min, respectively. The conventional CE experimental conditions: 
electrokinetic injection voltage was 10000 V (across the whole capillary), and injection time was 15 
s. Separation voltage was 20000V. 
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boundary. Figure 2.5 shows one example of the results. A conventional CE with electrokinetic 
injection of 0.005 mg/ml of BSA gave no peak. However, when the IEF sample injection was 
carried out for 20 min, peak of BSA was easily detected. When the injection time was increased to 
30 and 40 min, CE peaks of BSA were further increased. This indicated that more BSA had been 
concentrated. The concentration factor for BSA was more than 100-fold for injection time of both 
30 and 40 min. 
Concentration of NaOH in vial 2 in the IEF sample injection affects the concentration effect. 
Figures 2.6A and 2.6B show results of the IEF sample injection-CE of BSA when 0.001 and 0.1 
mol/L NaOH solutions were used, respectively. When concentration of NaOH was 0.001 mol/L 
(Fig. 2.6A), the best concentration of BSA was observed for 30 min of injection time. When 
injection time was 40 min, the BSA peak became wider and peak height decreased. On the other 
hand, the best concentration of BSA was observed for 5 min when concentration of NaOH was 0.1 
mol/L (Fig. 2.6B). This means that concentration could be realized even at a short injection period 
when the concentration of NaOH was 0.1 mol/L. When isoelectric focusing time was increased to 
20 min, peak of BSA disappeared. As stated above, the pH gradient in the neutralization reaction 
was in quasiequilibrium [45, 46], moving velocity of the boundary depended on the concentrations 
and electromigration mobility of H+ and other cations from vial 1 and OH- and other anions from 
vial 2. Since composition of the sample solution in vial 1 was unchanged in this work, moving of 
the boundary was determined by OH- concentration in vial 2. A theoretical study for moving 
direction and velocity of the boundary for a relatively simple system consisting of pH 3.5 ~ 7 
CH3COOH/NH4OH acidic buffer (anodic side) and pH 7 ~ 10.5 CH3COOH/NH4OH basic buffer 
(cathodic side) has been done [38]. Its results showed that the boundary would move toward 
cathode when concentration of H+ was larger than that of OH-, while reversed when smaller than 
that of OH-. When H+ concentration was match to OH- concentration, the moving velocity of the 
boundary was equal to zero [38]. Because the counter and co-exist ions also affect the movement of 
the boundary [38], the detail of the moving boundary in our experiments might be different. 
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However, it could be qualitatively understood that if the concentration of OH- was much larger than 
that of H+, the boundary would moved toward anode, and finally moved out of the capillary. Results 
in Fig. 2.6B might be this case because concentration of OH- in the vial 2 (0.1 mol/L) was much 
larger than that of H+ in vial 1 (pH 3). 
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Fig. 2.6 Results of the IEF sample injection – CE of BSA.  Concentration of NaOH in the IEF 
sample injection was 0.001 (A) and 0.1 (B) mol/L, respectively.  Other conditions were the same 
as those in Fig. 2.5. 
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Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show that high concentration factor and narrow peak width was obtained 
when 0.01 mol/L (pH 12) NaOH was used. Regarding to peak width, it is affected by many factors, 
such as diffusion of the concentrated proteins, and adsorption of the proteins on the inner wall. The 
dynamic pH gradient and recharging process of the focused protein by H+ affect the peak width. 
Also, a small portion of protein molecules might have not focused into the sharp zone, and 
remained behind the focused zone before the CE separation started. Their details remain to be 
studied. Under the condition of Fig. 2.5, the IEF sample injection–CE of mixture of BSA, lysozyme 
(pI about 10), and ribonuclease A (pI about 8.8) was carried out too. The results were shown in Fig. 
2.7A. Large peaks for all three proteins were detected for concentrations of 0.005mg/mL after 30 
min of the IEF concentration. Figure 2.7B shows CE results with a conventional electrokinetic 
injection of 0.05 mg/mL poteins. In comparison Figs. 2.7A with 2.7B, the concentration factors 
were calculated to be about 180, 220, and 250 for BSA, lysozyme, and ribonuclease A from peak 
heights and sample concentrations, respectively. 
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Fig. 2.7 Electrophoregrams of the IEF sample injection-CE (A) and the conventional CE (B) of 
three proteins mixture. Experimental conditions were the same as those in Fig. 2.5. The 
concentrations the three proteins were 0.005 (A) and 0.05 (B) mg/ml, respectively. 
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Because our aim in this work is to demonstrate the coupling of IEF sample concentration to CE 
in a single capillary, no coating treatment of the inner wall of capillary for preventing adsorption 
and no optimization of separation conditions for getting better separation efficiency have been done. 
Although peak tailing due to the protein adsorption exists in Fig. 2.7, the three proteins were still 
separated well. The broader peak in Fig. 2.7A than Fig. 2.7B was mainly due to the over 100-fold 
sample amount in the Fig. 2.7A than in Fig. 2.7B. 
We examined whether the dynamic pH gradient between vials 1 and 2 would affect the 
separation efficiency. The width of the dynamic pH gradient between vials 1 and 2 was much 
shorter than the whole capillary length. Also, the focused proteins were recharged by combining 
with H+, and moved out of the dynamic pH gradient in CE process. Therefore, the dynamic pH 
gradient would not affect the CE separation too much. Experimental results show that the sharper 
peaks of IEF injection-CE could be obtained when the capillary length between vials 1 and 2 was 2 
cm. The optimization of the method including using a further shorter length between vials 1 and 2 is 
being carried out, and results will be reported later. 
With regard to sample concentration, this method has several advantages in comparison with 
the approach of coupling CIEF or capillary isotachophoresis (CITP) to CE with two different 
capillaries [24-27, 38, 39]. Firstly, no dead volume exists in the method. Secondly, this method does 
not have sample loss problem, which usually happens in the transferring of concentrated sample 
from the CIEF or CITP capillary to the CE capillary. Thirdly, increase of peak width caused during 
the transferring process does not exist. Fourthly, this method does not require coupling components 
such as a T-shape tube or a micro-valve [24-27, 39] used in the two-capillary on-line system. It 
should be noted that the CIEF separation of proteins could not be realized since all proteins were 
focused in the narrow dynamic pH gradient. It is expected that the method also could be used for 
CE of proteins in basic buffer solution. For basic buffer solution, acid solution such as H3PO4 is 
added into vial 2 and polarity of electrode in vial 2 is positive (polarity of electrode in vial 1 is 
negative), then proteins negatively charged in the vial 1 will electromigrates toward positive 
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electrode and concentrated in the neutralization boundary. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The carrier ampholyte free IEF has been successfully combined to sample injection of CE in a 
single capillary. Over 100-fold concentration can be easily achieved with 30 min sample injection 
time. This method is expected to be applicable to other zwitterions samples such as peptides. 
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Chapter 3  Isoelectric focusing sample injection for capillary zone 
electrophoresis in a fused silica capillary 
 
1. Introduction 
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) has been developed into one of the most powerful techniques 
for the separation and detection of proteins, owing to its high separation efficiency and short 
analysis time [1, 2]. However, conventional CE is limited to a relatively poor concentration 
detection limit due to the low volume loadability of the capillary [3, 4]; also, sample 
preconcentration is always considered before CE separation [5-15]. Among various concentration 
methods, isoelectric focusing (IEF) has been demonstrated to be an effective approach for the 
concentration of proteins [14, 15]. In a conventional IEF, carrier ampholytes are used to establish a 
stable pH gradient [16]. Recently, IEF without carrier ampholytes [17] and carrier ampholyte 
free-IEF [18] are also being developed, and have shown the feature of a high concentration factor.  
To couple IEF and other CE modes, two capillaries were used in a traditional manner [18], but a 
dead volume and sample loss were generally inevitable in the coupling of two different capillaries.  
Recently, we have proposed a method to combine IEF with CE in a single deactivation capillary 
[19]. By our method, a short section of a porous capillary wall was made near the injection end of 
the capillary.  The inlet end was immersed into protein samples with pH 3.0 buffer, while the 
porous section was immersed into a sodium hydroxide solution. When H+ from the inlet end 
electromigrated toward the porous section, and OH- electromigrated toward the inlet end from the 
porous section, the H+ met OH-, and a neutralization reaction occurred. A pH gradient formed at the 
boundary of the neutralization reaction in the capillary (Fig. 3.1A). When positively charged 
proteins electromigrated to the boundary, they were isoelectricly focused at a point corresponding to 
their respective isoelectric point (pI). This means that the proteins would concentrate at the 
neutralization reaction boundary. After a certain time, the sample was replaced by a buffer, and a 
separation voltage was applied across the two ends of the capillary for carrying out conventional CE 
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in the whole capillary. The focused proteins were recharged positively by combining with H+ and 
migrated towards the detector in the CE process. A concentration enhancement factor of over 
100-fold could be easily obtained for proteins, such as bovine serum albumin (BSA), lysozyme and 
ribonuclease A. The method posses the advantage of no existence of a dead volume and no sample 
loss, as well as no need for coupling components. 
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Fig. 3.1 Illustration of IEF sample injection for proteins in a deactivated capillary (A) and untreated 
fused silica capillary (B). 
 
However, this method is difficult to apply in an untreated capillary. For an untreated fused 
silica capillary, the electroosmotic flow (EOF) drove the neutralization reaction boundary to migrate 
along the capillary, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1B. This resulted in a broadening of the boundary, which 
in turn induced a broadening of the focused proteins. Therefore, the protein peaks were very broad, 
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and the concentration factor decreased greatly. Although EOF can be greatly eliminated by coating 
the capillary wall [20], the coating method can not completely eliminate the EOF. In the present 
work, an improvement was made to couple the IEF sample injection and capillary zone 
electrophoresis (CZE) in an untreated fused silica capillary. EOF was efficiently prevented by 
simply using a rubber block at the outlet end of the capillary during IEF sample injection (Fig. 
3.2A). Lysozyme and ribonuclease A were used as two model proteins to investigate the 
experimental conditions affecting the concentration effect (BSA used in our previous work was not 
used here because of its severe adsorption problem). 
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Fig. 3.2 Experimental setups for IEF sample injection in an untreated fused silica capillary with a 
rubber block attached on the outlet end (A) and the following CE (B). 
 
2. Materials and methods 
All reagents were commercially available and of analytical grade. All solutions were prepared 
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with distilled deionized water. The CE system consisted of a high-voltage power supply (Matsusada 
Precision Inc., Osaka, Japan), an untreated fused silica capillary (i.d., 50 μm; o.d., 375 μm; GL 
Sciences Inc., Tokyo, Japan), and an UV absorbance detector (CE-2070, Japan Spectroscopic Co. 
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The detection wavelength was set at 220 nm. The total length of the capillary 
was 50 cm, and the length from the inlet end to detector was 40 cm. Before use, the capillary was 
rinsed with a diluted sodium hydroxide solution, water and a buffer solution (pH 3.0) in turn. A 
short section of the capillary wall at about 2 cm from the inlet end was made to be porous by the HF 
etching method [19]. Only small molecules and ions could selectively pass through the porous wall. 
Figure 3.2 shows the setup for IEF sample injection and CE performed in an untreated fused 
silica capillary. Firstly, the capillary and vial 3 were filled with a tris-phosphoric acid running buffer 
(pH 3.0). Secondly, proteins dissolved in the buffer and 0.1 M sodium hydroxide solutions were 
added to vials 1 and 2, respectively. The position of the capillary was adjusted to make the outlet 
end tightly contact with a rubber block in the bottom of vial 3. Thirdly, an electric voltage of 800 V 
was applied across vials 1 and 2 for a certain time (Fig. 3.2A). Fourthly, the protein sample and 
sodium hydroxide solutions in vials 1 and 2 were replaced with a pH 3.0 buffer solution, and the 
outlet end of the capillary was lifted away from the rubber block. Finally, a voltage of 20 kV was 
applied across the two ends of the capillary (Fig. 3.2B). 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
When IEF-CE was performed in an untreated fused silica capillary, the sample focusing and 
CE separation were significantly influenced by EOF. The migration times and peak heights for the 
two model proteins were unrepeatable. Moreover, all of the obtained peaks were broad. This might 
be related to migration of the neutralization reaction boundary, as shown in Fig. 3.1B, driven by 
EOF, along the separation capillary during IEF sample injection. Although a dynamic coating with 
hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (0.5%, m/m) was tried to eliminate the EOF, the problems described 
above still existed because EOF could not be completely prevented. A piece of rubber was then 
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closely attached to the outlet end of the capillary in the IEF sample-injection process, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3.2A. It was found that the EOF was efficiently eliminated. As a result, the IEF of proteins 
occurred in the narrow boundary of the neutralization reaction during sample injection. 
As can be expected, the concentration factor increased with a decrease in the width of the 
focused zone. In out previous work, the length of capillary between vials 1 and 2 was 5 cm. Here, it 
was shortened to 2 cm. The corresponding focused zone became narrower, and the obtained peaks 
were sharper. 
A constant injection voltage of 400 ~ 1000 V was applied across vials 1 and 2 during IEF 
sample injection. As Fig. 3.3 shown, the larger was the injection voltage, the higher were the protein 
peaks. Because a larger injection voltage means a higher electrophoretic velocity of the analytes, 
under the condition of a constant sample injection time a larger concentration factor could be 
obtained. However, if the injection voltage was larger than 800 V, it was observed that bubbles were 
easily produced in the focusing section of the capillary. Hence, the electrical voltage applied 
between vials 1 and 2 was below 800 V during the injection process. 
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Fig. 3.3 Electropherograms for 1.5 x 10-6 g/mL of the model proteins with electric voltages of 400 
V (a) and 800 V (b) across vials 1 and 2. Other conditions for IEF sample injection were as follows: 
injection time, 40 min; pH in vials 1 and 2, 3.0 and 13.0, respectively. The conditions for CE were: 
pH of three vials, 3.0; the electric voltage was 20 kV across the whole capillary. Peaks 1 and 2 were 
lysozyme and ribonuclease A, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.4 Electropherograms for 5.0 x 10-6 g/mL of the model proteins with injection times of 20 (a), 
30 (b) and 40 (c) min, respectively. Other conditions were the same as those in Fig. 3.3b. Peaks 1 
and 2 were lysozyme and ribonuclease A, respectively.  
 
The effect of the injection time on the concentration of proteins was also investigated.  
Figures 3.4a, 4b and 4c illustrate electropherograms of 5.0 x 10-6 g/mL model proteins with 
injection times of 20, 30 and 40 min, respectively. The peak heights of two model proteins increased 
with the injection time. A comparison of the IEF-CE method with a conventional CE was made. 
Figure 3.5 shows electropherograms obtained from a conventional CE method for 5.0 x 10-5 g/mL 
(a) and the present method for 5.0 x 10-7 g/mL (b) of the model proteins. The concentration 
enhancement factor was calculated to be 150 for lysozyme and 140 for ribonuclease A when the 
injection time was 50 min. Compared to the previous work [19], the present method shows an 
improved peak shape and better separation efficiency. The plate number was greatly increased for 
either of the two model proteins, especially for ribonuclease A. In previous work, the plate number 
was only 1.9 x 104 for lysozyme and 2.4 x 103 for ribonuclease A, while in the present method it 
was increased to 3.1 x 104 and 4.6 x 104, respectively. Also, good repeatability of the migration time 
and the peak height was observed. In all cases, the relative standard deviations (RSDs) for either of 
the two proteins were below 1% and 5% (n = 5) for the migration time and the peak height, 
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respectively. The peak heights were proportional to the concentration of the two mode proteins in 
the range of 5.0 x 10-7 ~ 5.0 x 10-5 g/mL. The detection limits for the two mode proteins were 1.5 x 
10-7 g/mL when the injection time was 50 min. 
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Fig. 3.5 Electropherograms obtained with a conventional CE method for 5.0 x 10-5 g/mL (a) and the 
present method for 5.0 x 10-7 g/mL (b) of the model proteins. In the conventional CE method, the 
electrokinetic injection voltage was 20 kV across the whole capillary and the injection time was 10 
s. In the present methods, the injection time was 50 min and all other conditions were the same as 
those given in Fig. 3.3b. Peaks 1 and 2 were lysozyme and ribonuclease A, respectively. 
 
4. Conclusion 
    IEF sample injection and CZE were successfully coupled in an untreated fused silica capillary.  
By simply using a rubber block at the outlet end of the capillary, EOF was efficiently eliminated 
during IEF sample injection. Applications of the method will be further reported. 
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Chapter 4  In-capillary solid phase extraction−capillary electrophoresis for the 
determination of chlorophenols in water 
 
1. Introduction 
     In the last two decades, capillary electrophoresis (CE) has been developed into one of the 
most powerful analytical techniques and is being increasingly used in chemical and biochemical 
fields due to its major merit of high separation efficiency. Nevertheless, conventional CE techniques 
usually suffer from poor detection sensitivity, especially in the most widely used UV absorbance 
detection because the system has the intrinsic drawbacks of short optical path length and low 
volume loadability [1]. To improve the limited sensitivity in CE, two main approaches have been 
presented [2, 3].  One approach involves the use of more sensitive detection systems such as 
laser-induced fluorescence, electrochemical detection and mass spectrometry. Coupling of CE with 
sample preconcentration techniques such as extraction, evaporation, and dialysis is another 
approach. 
      With respect to sample preconcentration for CE, miniaturization of the pretreatment system, 
expecially on-line or in-line coupling of the preconcentration with CE, has become the recent trend 
in consideration of the environmental compatibility and the high capability of analytical systems [4, 
5]. Liquid-phase microextraction (LPME) [6] and solid-phase microextraction (SPME) [7] are two 
promising micro-scale sample preparation techniques. The couplings of CE to LPME [8-10] and 
SPME [11-14] show the advantages of inexpensive and virtually solvent-free in sample enrichment, 
and have been applied to the analyses of pollutants, drugs and proteins in biological and 
environmental samples, but in most cases the coupling was based on off-line modes.   
On-line sample preconcentrations are mainly based on the use of semipermeable membrane 
or hollow fiber, electrophoretic concentration, and chemical adsorption. An etched porous capillary 
joint is usually used directly as a semipermeable membrane [15, 16], while hollow fibers are 
attached at the inlet end of capillary [17,18]. Electrophoretic concentration includes sample stacking 
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[19-22], isotachophoresis [23], sweeping techniques [24], pH junction techniques [25], nonuniform 
capillary modulation [26] and capillary isoelectric focusing [27]. Chemical adsorption involves 
SPME and solid-phase extraction (SPE) combined to CE [3]. 
In on-line SPE-CE [28-32], a preconcentration column was usually connected to a CE system 
via a valve or tee joint. A sensitivity enhancement factor of 1000-fold has been reported in a 
micro-C18 trapping column CE system with a microvalve [32]. However, the SPE-CE couplings 
were complicated in construction. Band broadenings were sometimes inevitable because the 
connection of the SPE column and CE capillary generally produced dead volume at the interface of 
the used valve or tee joint. Also, the desorption solvent required is usually on the order of 
microliters, much greater than the acceptable injection volume in CE. Therefore, only a small part 
of eluted sample could be injected into the separation capillary after the SPE sample 
preconcentration, resulting in a drop of preconcentration efficiency. 
     In so-called in-line SPE-CE [33-46], the preconcentration column is an integrated part of the 
CE system. These systems are featured by directly immersing the separation capillary into an SPE 
tube [39-43], or coupling the SPE tube to the separation capillary with PEEK Microtight unions and 
sleeves [38]. An open-tubular capillary coated with a sorbent [33-37], a capillary packed with a 
modified monolithic bed [38], and a short piece of tube packed with SPE matrixes [39-43] have 
been used for the in-line coupling mode. In in-line SPE-CE, the amount of desorption solvent is 
usually several tens of nanoliters, much smaller than that in on-line SPE-CE. A significantly high 
preconcentration efficiency can be obtained. The insertion of a separation capillary (50 μm i.d.) into 
one end of an SPE capillary (200 μm i.d.) packed with C18 alkyl-diol silica provided 7000 times 
sensitivity enhancement for terbutaline [41], but dead volume existed in the connection because the 
inner diameter of the SPE capillary was larger than that of the separation capillary. An on-chip 
SPE-CE method was also developed [44-46], where no dead volume existed in the connection of 
SPE and separation channels [45]. However, it is very difficult to prevent dead volume from the 
connection of two different capillaries. 
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     If SPE and CE are carried out in a single capillary, dead volume can be completely eliminated.  
We call this mode in-capillary SPE-CE. A separation capillary coated with a sorbent is a typical 
example [33-36]. However, the preconcentration capacity is usually limited because the ratio of the 
surface area to the volume of capillary is relatively small [33-35]. 
     In this work, we developed another type of in-capillary SPE-CE by incorporating SPE 
sorbents into the inlet end of a separation capillary. A non-conditioned SPE sorbent, Abselut Sorbent 
(Varian, USA), is selected because it combines the advantages of a significant breakthrough volume 
and a wide operational pH range (http//: www.varian.com). The sorbent was packed directly into the 
inlet end of the capillary with a frit made by a sol-gel method. Only about 4 nL of desorption 
solvent is required after the SPE preconcentration. Two kinds of chlorophenol compounds, 
2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, were used as the model compounds. More than 
4000-fold of concentration enhancement factor is obtained for the two chlorophenol compounds.  
The technique was further applied to the analyses of spiked river water samples. 
 
2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Reagents and Sample Preparation 
     All solutions were prepared using distilled deionized water. All chemicals were reagent grade 
and used as received. A boric acid-sodium borate buffer solution (pH 7.5) was prepared by adding 
0.1 M sodium borate solution into 25 mM boric acid solution until a pH of 7.5 was reached. 
Reagents of polyethylene glycol #6000 (PEG) (Nakarai Chemicals, Kyoto, Japan), 
tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) and 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS) (Shinetsu 
Chemicals, Tokyo, Japan) were used for the preparation of sol-gel frit. The Abselut sorbent of a 
NEXUS regular type was purchased from GL Sciences (Tokyo, Japan). River water was sampled 
from the Kuzuryugawa River in Fukui, Japan, and filtered through a 0.30 μm membrane filter. 
     Standard chlorophenol solutions (0.5 mg/mL) were prepared by dissolving 5 mg of 
2,4-dichlorophenol and or 2,4,5-trichlorophenol (Nakarai Chemicals, Kyoto, Japan) in 10 mL water, 
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and diluted to the desirable concentration with water if required. Spiked river water samples were 
prepared by adding a suitable volume of the standard chlorophenol solution into the filtered river 
water. 
2.2. Apparatus 
     A high-voltage power supply (Matsusada Precision, Osaka, Japan) provided the separation 
voltage. A UV absorbance detector, type CE-2070 (Japan Spectroscopic, Tokyo, Japan), was used 
for the detection of chlorophenols at the wavelength of 230 nm. An untreated fused silica capillary 
with 100 μm i.d. and 375 μm o.d. (GL Sciences, Tokyo, Japan) was used. The total length of the 
capillary was 50 cm.  The length between the inlet end and the detector was 40 cm. A GC oven, 
AutoSystem XL Gas Chromatograph (Perkin Elmer, Yokohama, Japan), was used for providing the 
programmed heating temperature for the preparation of sol-gel frit.  
2.3. Preparation of a SPE-CE Capillary 
2.3.1. Pretreatment of the Capillary  
     The inner surface of the capillary was cleaned and activated based on a method reported 
previously [47]. The capillary was washed with water at room temperature for 30 min, 1 M NaOH 
in a 40℃ GC oven overnight, water at room temperature for 30 min, and 0.1 M HCl in a 40℃ GC 
oven overnight, sequentially. Then rinsed with water, acetone and diethyl ether at room temperature 
for 30 min, respectively. Finally, the capillary was purged with helium at 180℃ for 2 h. 
2.3.2. Preparation of the Sol-gel Frit in the Capillary 
     The sol-gel of MPTMS was used to form an anchor in the capillary on the inner wall because 
it could link covalently with the silanol group of the silicate matrix [48]. About 2 cm of capillary 
from the inlet end was rinsed with MPTMS for 30 min to form such anchor. Then, a silica-based 
sol-gel was prepared basically according to the method described by Chen Z. et al. [47]. The sol-gel 
formed reaction occurred in a solution containing 0.5 mL of 0.01 M acetic acid, 0.2 mL of 
concentrated TMOS and 54 mg of PEG.  The solution was stirred for about 40 min in an ice bath 
until a transparent solution was observed. After introducing a 0.5-mm plug of the transparent 
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solution into the capillary at about 2 cm from the inlet end, the two ends of the capillary were 
connected with a Teflon tube to form a circle. The circle was then placed into GC oven at 40℃ for 
24 h. The column was rinsed with water and 0.2 M ammonium hydroxide solution in turn, and the 
capillary was then placed into GC oven at 40℃ for another 24 h.  A programmed heating 
procedure for the oven was used to treat the plug. Temperature was increased from 40℃ to 300℃ 
at a rate of 1.0℃/min, kept at 80℃, 120℃, 180℃ and 300℃ for 4 h, respectively. Finally, the 
column was cooled to room temperature at a rate of −1.0℃/min after it was purged with helium at 
180℃ for 1 h.   
2.3.3. Packing of the SPE Sorbent 
     A slurry of the SPE sorbent of about 1 mg/mL was introduced into the capillary with the frit 
from the inlet end. A small quantity of glass-wool was then inserted to prevent the sorbent from 
leaking out of the capillary. The packed sorbent was about 1 mm in length, and was sandwiched 
between the sol-gel frit and the glass-wool as shown in Fig. 4.1. The extra part of the capillary 
between the inlet end and the glass-wool was cut off.  Figure 4.1 shows the construction of the 
capillary for the in-capillary SPE-CE.   
Sorbent (1 mm)    Glass-wool 
 Outlet end 
2 mm 
 Inlet end 
 
Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of the capillary for in-capillary SPE-CE. 
 
2.4. Procedure of in-capillary SPE-CE 
     As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, firstly, a standard or sample solution was injected for a certain 
volume from the inlet end of the capillary under a negative pressure of the outlet end (Fig. 4.2A). 
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Secondly, the capillary was rinsed with water, and then refilled with buffer solution with one 
capillary volume from the outlet end (Fig. 4.2B). Thirdly, 4 nL, or 0.5 mm in length, of methanol 
was hydrodynamically injected into the capillary from the inlet end followed by a buffer plug of 
about 1 cm in length (Fig. 4.2C). Finally, a conventional CE was carried out by applying a voltage 
of 20 kV across two ends of the capillary (Fig. 4.2D). 
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Figure 4.2. Schematic illustration of the in-capillary SPE-CE procedure.  
A:  Sample loading from the inlet end under negative pressure at outlet end 
B:  Washing with water and refilling with one capillary volume buffer from the outlet end 
C:  Hydrodynamic injection of methanol followed by buffer from the inlet end 
D:  CE 
 
     For a comparison, a conventional CE was also carried out in a capillary with the same length 
but without SPE sorbent by a hydrodynamical injection (5 cm of height and 10 s of injection time).  
The electroosmotic flow (EOF) was determined by the use of methanol as a neutral marker. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
     Since the silica-based sol-gel matrix is beneficial because of its large through-pore, good 
mechanical strength [47] and long lifetime, it is used as the frit for packing SPE sorbents into the 
capillary. Regarding the glass-wool in the inlet end of the capillary, preliminary experimental results 
show that it effectively prevented the sorbent from leaking out of the capillary in the process of 
washing or buffer refilling as long as the flow rate was lower than 2.7 μL/min, while it had little 
influence on CE separation of analytes. 
3.1. Effect of the Frit and Packed Sorbent on EOF 
     The EOF value obtained from an untreated capillary was 0.33 cm/s, under an electric field of 
400 V/cm in a 25 mM boric acid-sodium borate buffer solution (pH 7.5). The value corresponds to 
those obtained from capillaries with a frit shorter than 0.5 mm, and it becomes smaller if the frit 
becomes longer. For example, the EOF value was only 0.19 cm/s if the frit was 5 mm in length.  
Therefore, a shorter frit had no obvious effect on EOF, while a longer one made the EOF migrate 
more slowly. Considering that a frit shorter than 0.5 mm could not provide sufficient mechanical 
strength, a 0.5-mm-long frit was used. 
     The influence of the packing length of the Abselut sorbent on EOF was also investigated.  
The EOF value of a capillary packed with a 1-mm-long sorbent was about 0.3 cm/s under the same 
electric field. Migration of EOF became slower if the packing length was longer than 1 mm.  
When the sorbent was 4 mm long, the EOF was only 0.12 cm/s. The influence of the glass-wool on 
EOF was also studied. The glass-wool with 2 ~ 5 mm had no obvious effect on EOF. Therefore, the 
capillary was packed with Abselut sorbent of 1 mm in length, and glass-wool of 2 mm. 
3.2. In-capillary SPE-CE 
The in-capillary SPE-CE was carried out according to the procedure shown in Fig. 4.2. By 
loading appropriate amounts of sample solution into the capillary at a flow rate of 5.4 μL/min, the 
two chlorophenol analytes were extracted and concentrated into the sorbent. A 4-nL portion of 
methanol was injected as the desorption solvent after the capillary was rinsed with water and 
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refilled with buffer solution. Finally, conventional CE was carried out by applying an electric 
voltage of 20 kV across two ends of the capillary. 
To optimize the experimental conditions, principal influencing factors were considered. 
3.2.1. Effect of SPE Sorbent Amount 
     Electropherograms of the in-capillary SPE-CE for capillaries packed with SPE sorbent of 1 
mm and 4 mm length were compared. With the 1 mm-packed capillary, peaks of 2,4-dichlorophenol 
and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol were sharper and higher than those with the 4 mm capillary. A capillary 
packed with long SPE sorbents resulted in a decrease of EOF, low electric field distribution in other 
parts of the capillary, and a relatively large volume of desorption solvent. These factors result in low 
separation efficiency, poor resolution, and long separation time. As further discussed, the volume of 
desorbing solvent required is proportional to the packing length of the SPE sorbent. For loading of 
3.15 μL of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol (0.5 μg/mL) at a flow rate of 5.4 μL/min, 
plate numbers with the 1 mm-packed capillary were calculated to be 20000 and 22000, respectively, 
but those with the 4 mm capillary were only 770 and 470, respectively. The CE separation time with 
the 4-mm packed capillary was 15 min, but only 3.5 min with the 1-mm capillary. Also, bubbles can 
easily be produced in a capillary packed with a long SPE sorbent in CE. Therefore, the 1 
mm-packed type is desirable and adopted for good peak shape, rapid analysis and feasible 
operation.  
3.2.2. Effect of Loading Flow Rate 
     The flow rate for sample loading was investigated. When sample loading was performed at a 
low flow rate, analytes were readily adsorbed on the SPE sorbent because of mass transfer effect 
[37]. The peak heights for 3.1 μL of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol in the SPE-CE 
electropherogram gradually decreased with an increasing loading flow rate from 0.5 to 6 μL/min. 
This means that a low flow rate leads to high extraction efficiency. However, if the loading flow 
rate is too low, a longer loading time is required. For example, loading 3.1 μL of two chlorophenols 
(0.5 μg/mL) at a flow rate of 0.7 μL/min required 4.43 min, eight times longer than that at 5.4 
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μL/min, but peak heights in SPE-CE were only twice as long. A compromise between 
preconcentration efficiency and analytical speed made us select the sample loading rate of 5.4 
μL/min in the following experiment. 
3.2.3 Effects of Refilling Buffer Solution and pH of Buffer Solution 
      After loading sample and washing with water, buffer solution should be refilled in the 
capillary before CE separation. Because the buffer solution may desorb the adsorbed analytes, the 
refilling was examined. The UV absorption signal was monitored, when buffer solution was 
injected into the capillary from the inlet end at a flow rate of 2.7 μL/min. It took about 70 s for the 
buffer to migrate from the inlet end of the capillary to the detector. The signal corresponding to 
2,4-dichlorophenol appeared about 10 s later than the buffer front. This means that the desorption 
can be negligible if one capillary volume of buffer solution was injected from the outlet end of the 
capillary. 
The apparent acid dissociation constants of 2,4,5-trichlorophenol and 2,4-dichlorophenol 
were reported to be 10-7.10 and 10-8.05, respectively [49]. Separation with good resolution was 
observed with a buffer solution in a pH range of 7.0 ~ 8.0. If pH value was below 4 or above 9, the 
separation resolution was poor because their electromigration speed was nearly the same because of 
their being fully protonated or dissociated. A buffer solution of pH 7.5 was used here. 
3.2.4. Effect of Desorbing Solvent 
Methanol was used as the desorbing solvent. The amount of methanol required was 
proportional to that of the SPE sorbent packed in the capillary. The optimal ratio of methanol to the 
packed sorbent in length was experimentally determined to be about 1:2. A further increase of 
methanol volume led to the SPE-CE peak heights being reduced and the peaks being broadened. For 
the 1-mm SPE sorbent, the methanol injected was only 4 nL in volume or 0.5 mm in length, 1/1000 
of the total capillary’s length. The volume of methanol is much smaller than that in other on-line or 
in-line SPE-CE methods [41].  
3.2.5. Breakthrough volumes 
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     The sample volume loadability for the in-capillary SPE-CE was investigated with standard 
solutions. In total, 0.5 μg/mL of 2,4-dichlorophenol was injected into the capillary at a flow rate of 
5.4 μL/min. The SPE-CE peak heights were recorded against the loading time. The peak height 
increased with the loading time until it exceeded 26 min. Thus the breakthrough volume for 0.5 
μg/mL of 2,4-dichlorophenol was calculated to be about 140 μL. The breakthrough volume for the 
same concentration of 2,4,5-trichlorophenol was determined to be 160 μL. 
3.3. Validation of the Method 
3.3.1. Calibration Curve and Sensitivity 
When sample loading was performed at a flow rate of 5.4 μL/min for 35 s, the peak height 
calibration curves were linear in a concentration range of 15-500 ng/mL both for 2,4-dichlorophenol 
and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol; the linear regression equations were expressed as follows: H = (1.99 x 
10-6 ± 8.14 x 10-8) C + (4.75 x 10-7 ± 1.57 x 10-8) (R2 = 0.997) for 2,4-dichlorophenol, and H = (2.62 
x 10-6 ± 1.38 x 10-7)C + (4.59 x 10-6 ± 2.21 x 10-7) (R2 = 0.998) for 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, 
respectively. In the equations, H and C represented the value of the peak height (absorbance) and 
the concentration of corresponding chlorophenols (ng/mL), respectively. Limits of detection 
(LODs), defined as three times the standard deviation of the blank signal, were 4.5 ng/mL both for 
2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol.   
When sample loading was performed at 5.4 μL/min for 30 min, good linearity of the peak 
height calibration curves was obtained in a range of 1-15 ng/mL both for 2,4-dichlorophenol and 
2,4,5-trichlorophenol; the linear regression equations were expressed as H = (9.71 x 10-5 ± 4.55 x 
10-6) C – (6.47 x 10-6 ± 3.96 x 10-7) (R2 = 0.998) for 2,4-dichlorophenol and H = (1.18 x 10-4 ± 6.89 
x 10-6) C – (7.78 x 10-6 ± 4.61 x 10-7) (R2 = 0.998) for 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively. The 
LODs were 0.3 ng/mL both for 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol. 
As can be expected, the sensitivity of the method can be further improved by increasing the loading 
time to introduce a larger volume of sample. For example, LODs were lowered to 0.1 ng/mL for 
2,4-dichlorophenol and 0.07 ng/mL for 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively, if loading time was 
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increased to 100 min. In conventional CE, the detection limits (S/N = 3) were determined to be 400 
ng/mL for 2,4-dichlorophenol and 300 ng/mL for 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively. This means 
more than 4000-fold of preconcentration factors could be obtained in the in-capillary SPE-CE.  
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of detection limits for the conventional CE (A) and in-capillary SPE-CE 
(B).  Concentrations of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol: 0.5 μg/mL (A) and 0.5 
ng/mL (B).  The length of sorbent: 1 mm;  loading rate: 5.4 μL/min;  loading time: 100 min;  
length of methanol plug: 0.5 mm.  Peaks of 1 and 2 are 2,4-dichlorophenol and 
2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively.  For other experimental conditions, see text. 
 
 The separation efficiency of a conventional CE and in-capillary SPE-CE was compared. 
Figure 4.3A shows an electropherogram of 500 ng/mL of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 
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2,4,5-trichlorophenol in conventional CE. The two compounds were separated with good resolution 
and plate numbers of 24000~26000. Figure 4.3B shows the in-capillary SPE-CE results for 0.5 
ng/ml of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol. The plate numbers were 21000~23000.  
This result indicated that separation efficiency in the present SPE-CE system was slightly reduced 
but acceptable.   
3.3.2. Reproducibility and repeatability 
     Reproducibility and repeatability of the in-capillary SPE-CE were evaluated by performing 
replicate analyses in a single day (five experiments) and in three consecutive days (five experiments 
in each day, 15 experiments in 3 days) at four concentration levels. Relative standard deviations 
(RSDs) of the migration time, peak height and peak area are present in Table 4.1. The method 
 
Table 4.1  RSDs of the migration time, peak height and peak area 
RSDb) (%) Concentration of 
analytea) (ng/mL) Migration time Peak height Peak area 
2,4-dichlorophenol    
0.5 1.9  (2.8) 11.8  (13.0) 12.7  (13.4) 
5 1.8  (2.0) 4.0   (4.4) 4.1   (4.6) 
50 1.5  (1.8) 3.6   (4.0) 3.7   (3.9) 
500 0.7  (1.4) 6.5   (6.8) 6.3   (6.9) 
2,4,5-trichlorophenol    
0.5 2.2  (2.8) 11.0  (12.2) 12.0  (12.2) 
5 1.4  (2.1) 4.6   (5.6) 5.0   (6.9) 
50 1.7  (1.9) 4.9   (5.5) 4.8   (5.3) 
500 0.7  (1.6) 6.0   (6.4) 6.0   (6.5) 
a)Loading times for 0.5, 5, 50 and 500 ng/mL of 2,4-dichlorophenol and  
 2,4,5-trichlorophenol were 100 min, 30 min, 35 s and 35 s, respectively.  
b)RSDs were obtained from replicate analyses in a single day (n = 5) and 
in three consecutive days (n = 15, in parenthesis). 
 
showed good reproducibility and acceptable repeatability in the linear range of 1-500 ng/mL both 
for 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol. The high RSDs of the peak height and peak area 
for 0.5 ng/mL of the two analytes were attributed to the rather low concentration. A precise and 
automated control of sample loading and desorption will improve the reproducibility. In all cases, 
no obvious difference between RSDs of peak height and peak area was observed. Considering that 
peak height is more easily determined and more accurately measured in a manual way than peak 
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area, we used peak heights for the quantitation of analytes in the experiment.   
 
3.3.3. Application 
     The present method was applied to the analysis of a river water sample. Neither 
2,4-dichlorophenol nor 2,4,5-trichlorophenol was detected in the water sample, as shown in Fig. 
4.4a. A large minus peak appeared on the electropherogram at the position of methanol. This may be 
related to some neutral compounds present in river waters. Two special peaks that appeared at 180 s 
and 270 s were unidentified. 
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Figure 4.4. In-capillary SPE-CE results for non-spiked river water (a) and spiked river water (b, c, 
d).  The spiked concentrations of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol were 0.5 ng/mL (b), 
1 ng/mL (c), and 5 ng/mL (d), respectively.  Peaks of 1 and 3 were 2,4-dichlorophenol and 
2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively.  Peaks of 2 and 4 were unidentified components.  Sample 
loading time was 30 min.  Other conditions are as same as in Fig. 4.3. 
 
The accuracy of the method was evaluated by performing recovery experiments. Standard 
2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol solutions were added to the river water sample. 
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Figures 4.4b ~ d shows the SPE-CE electropherograms of river waters spiked with 0.5, 1 and 5 
ng/mL of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively. Recoveries in all cases were in 
the range of 90~99% (Table 4.2). The results indicated that the present method could be used for the 
detection of trace chlorophenols at sub-ppb level in river waters. 
 
Table 4.2 Recovery test of the method 
Analytea) Added (ng/mL) Foundb) (ng/mL) Recoveryb) (%) RSDc) (%)
0.50 0.46 92.0 8.67 
1.00 0.95 95.0 4.67 
2,4-dichlorophenol 
5.00 4.97 99.4 4.00 
     
0.50 0.45 90.0 7.65 
1.00 0.97 97.0 4.08 
2,4,5-trichlorophenol 
5.00 4.74 94.8 5.53 
a)Samples were loaded at a flow rate of 5.4 μL/min for 30 min. 
b)Average of three determinations. 
c)RSD (n = 3).  
 
 
    One disadvantage of this method is that the reproducibility would deteriorate when certain 
absorbing species, such as proteins, are present in the sample, because interaction between analytes 
and these coexistent species and interaction between the capillary inner wall and absorbing species 
resulted in varying EOF and peak broadening. However, no obvious interference was observed for 
the relatively clear river water. Therefore, the method can be applied to the analyses of relatively 
clean or pretreated aqueous samples. Moreover, the designed capillary can be stably used for more 
than 400 runs. 
Table 4.3 lists the LODs of several methods for the determination of chlorophenols. Although 
the most widely used UV absorbance detection in CE is known to be limited in sensitivity due to the 
short optical path length, while electrochemical detection (EC) is regarded as one of the most 
sensitive method in CE because it is independent on the volume scale of the measurements, LODs 
of chlorophenols from the in-capillary SPE-CE combined with UV detection are comparable to 
those from off-line SPE-CE [50, 51], SPME-GC [52], off-line SPE-MEKC-EC [53], and on-column 
SPME-CE [11]. 
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Table 4.3  Comparison of methods for the determination of chlorophenols 
LOD(ng/mL) Methoda) chlorophenols 2,4-dichlorophenol 2,4,5-trichlorophenol Reference
on-column 
SPME-CE-UV > 2   11 
off-line 
SPE-CE-UV 0.3~1   50 
off-line 
SPE-CE-EC 0.02~0.2 0.04  51 
off-line 
SPME-GC 0.69~3.7 3.7  52 
off-line 
SPE-MEKC-EC < 0.1 0.07  53 
the present 
method ~ 0.1 0.1 0.07 This work
a)SPME: solid phase microextraction; MEKC: micellar electrokinetic chromatography; 
GC: gas chromatography.  
 
 
4. Conclusion 
The proposed method shows wide linear range, acceptable reproducibility, and excellent 
sensitivity, and can be applied for the determination of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol 
in relatively clear or pretreated water samples.  Advantages of the present method include: no need 
for connecting components (such as a microvalve) for coupling SPE and CE, no dead volume, 
rather low volume of desorption solvent required (about 4 nL), and direct use of packing materials 
and CE instruments (commercial available) without further modification.   
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Chapter 5  Capillary Electrophoresis with In-capillary Solid Phase Extraction 
Sample Clean-up 
 
1. Introduction 
Being a very powerful separation technique, capillary electrophoresis (CE) has been widely 
utilized in chemical and biochemical fields due to its major merit of high separation efficiency. 
However, the major drawbacks of CE are the poor concentration limits of detection, particularly for 
the most widely used UV absorbance detection because of the short optical path length [1], and the 
adsorptions of some adsorbing compounds on the inner capillary wall in real samples, which result 
in change of migration time and decrease of separation efficiency [2]. Therefore, the sample 
clean-up and preconcentration are usually required in application of CE to environmental and 
biological samples. 
Sample clean-up and preconcentration are mainly based on the use of electrophoretic 
preconcentration, porous membrane, and chemical adsorption. In electrophoretic preconcentration, 
sample stacking [3-5], isotachophoresis [6], sweeping techniques [7, 8], pH junction techniques [9], 
nonuniform capillary modulation [10] and capillary isoelectric focusing [11, 12] are the typical 
examples of this type. In porous membrane-based type [13-17], a local porous section or a porous 
membrane was made near or at the inlet end of the capillary for sample preconcentration. Chemical 
adsorption methods [18-41] prior to CE involve solid-phase extraction (SPE), Solid phase 
microextraction (SPME), liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) and liquid phase microextraction (LPME). 
Sample clean-up and preconcentration methods for CE can be divided into off-line, on-line, 
and in-capillary types. The off-line clean-up and preconcentration methods, such as LLE [18] and 
SPE [19-21], are usually tedious and time-consumed. Moreover, it is inefficient because usually less 
than 1% of the concentrated sample is injected into the capillary for the CE determination [2]. The 
SPME method has been coupled to CE too [22-24]. After an off-line SPME, the SPME fiber was 
directly inserted into the inlet end of the separation capillary for on-line desorption and CE. In 
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LPME-CE [25, 26], the extracted sample was electroinjected into a separation capillary with an 
on-line back-extraction field-amplified method after an off-line solvent microextraction. Many 
on-line clean-up and preconcentration methods make use of a valve or T-type tube [27-32] for 
coupling preconcentration columns to CE capillaries. On-line sample clean-up and preconcentration 
methods with a short piece of hollow fiber which was directly connected to the inlet end of a 
capillary have also been reported [16, 17]. In these on-line methods, high concentration factors 
could be obtained. Moreover, the sample wastes would not pass through the separation capillary 
during the sample clean up and preconcentration, thus the adsorption of adsorbing species in 
samples on the inner wall of capillary would not occur. However, the experimental setups were 
usually complex for on-line connecting the capillary to the preconcentration column or tube. Also, a 
dead volume usually existed in the interface between the capillary and the preconcentration column 
or tube. 
For another type of on-line preconcentration [33-36], sometimes also called as in-line 
preconcentration [33], the separation capillary was either coaxially connected to the 
preconcentration column or tube with a sleeve [33] or a piece of tube [34], or directly inserted into a 
SPE tube with a relatively larger internal diameter [35, 36]. In this case, the connection between the 
preconcentration column and the separation capillary resulted in a dead volume too because of the 
mismatch of their internal diameters. Because the sample waste passed through the whole 
separation capillary, the adsorption problem occurred in this type of on-line preconcentration. 
Moreover, a large amount of sample was usually introduced into the capillary for preconcentration, 
the adsorption was usually serious. 
The so-called in-capillary preconcentration, where CE and preconcentration are performed in a 
single capillary [13], is the simplest in experimental setup for combining CE and the 
preconcentration and clean-up. The in-capillary type mainly includes: electrophoretic 
preconcentration [3-12], local porous membrane-based preconcentration [13-15], the inner capillary 
wall-adsorption preconcentration [37-40] where a sorbent was coated on the inner wall of a 
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capillary for adsorbing and concentrating analytes. The advantages of this type are high 
preconcentration factor, the simplest experimental setup, and zero dead volume. However, the 
adsorption problem seriously existed in the in-capillary type because a large part or the whole 
capillary was filled with sample in the preconcentration process, except for the special cases [11-14] 
with a porous membrane near the inlet end of the capillary. For example, due to the serious 
adsorption of protein on the inner wall during the in-capillary sample preconcentration, a capillary 
could be used in CE for only three time with an acceptable repeatability for migration time and peak 
height [15]. 
Recently, we have developed an in-capillary SPE-CE method by incorporating a 0.5 mm-long 
SPE sorbents into the inlet end of a capillary [41]. The detection limits of 2, 4-dichlorophenol and 2, 
4, 5-trichlorophenol were lowered by 4000-fold in comparison with the conventional CE. However, 
as same as the other in-capillary preconcentraiton methods, the adsorption problem remained 
because the sample waste passed through the whole capillary during the SPE. 
    In this work, an in-capillary SPE-CE without the adsorption problem is proposed with a 
hole-opened capillary. The SPE sorbents were packed in the inlet end of the capillary. A small hole 
was opened on the capillary wall after the sorbents. Sample solution was loaded from the inlet end, 
and flowed out from the hole by a pressure method. After a certain time of the sample loading, a 
short plug of desorption solvent was introduced from the inlet end, and forced to pass by the 
sorbents and the hole. Then, a separation voltage was applied between the hole and the outlet end of 
the capillary to carry out CE. In addition to high preconcentration factor, it is successfully 
demonstrated that this in-capillary SPE-CE is without the adsorption problem and can be directly 
applied to real complex sample. Chlorophenols on the level of 0.02 ppb in the river water was 
detected by this method. 
 
2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Reagents and Sample Preparation 
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     All solutions were prepared using distilled deionized water. All chemicals were reagent grade 
and used as received. A boric acid-sodium borate buffer solution was prepared by adding 0.1 M 
sodium borate solution into 25 mM boric acid solution until a pH of 7.5 was reached. The Abselut 
sorbent of a NEXUS regular type, of which particles are spherical shape with the average particle 
size of 70 μm, was purchased from GL Sciences (Tokyo, Japan). 
     Standard chlorophenol solutions were prepared by dissolving 5 mg of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 
or 2,4,5-trichlorophenol (Nakarai Chemicals, Kyoto, Japan) in 50 mL water, and diluted to the 
desirable concentration with water if required. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) was 
purchased from Wako (Osaka, Japan). River water was sampled from the down stream of the 
Kuzuryugawa River in Fukui of Japan, and filtered through a 0.30 μm membrane filter. Spiked river 
water samples were prepared by adding a suitable volume of the standard chlorophenol solution into 
the filtered river water. Standard solutions of caffeine derivations were prepared by dissolving 4 mg 
of theobromine, paraxantine and theophylline (Sigma-aldrich, Tokyo, Japan) in 100 mL water, and 
diluted to the desirable concentration with water if required. 
2.2. Apparatus 
     A high-voltage power supply (Matsusada Precision, Osaka, Japan) provided the separation 
voltage. A UV absorbance detector, CE-2070 (Japan Spectroscopic, Tokyo, Japan), was used for the 
detection of chlorophenols at the wavelength of 230 nm. An untreated fused silica capillary with 
100 μm i.d. and 375 μm o.d.(GL Sciences, Tokyo, Japan) was used. The total length of the capillary 
was 100 cm. A GC oven, AutoSystem XL Gas Chromatograph (Perkin Elmer, Yokohama, Japan), 
was used for providing the programmed heating temperature for the preparation of sol-gel frit. 
2.3. Preparation of a SPE-CE Capillary 
     The process of pretreatment of the capillary, preparation of the sol-gel frit in the capillary and 
packing of the SPE Sorbent was similar to our previous work [41]. 
     The capillary was washed with water, 1 M NaOH overnight, water, and 0.1 M HCl overnight, 
sequentially, and then rinsed with water, acetone and diethyl ether for 30 min, respectively. Finally, 
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the capillary was purged with helium at 180℃ for 2 h. 
    About 2 cm of the inlet end of a capillary was filled with 
3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS) (Shinetsu Chemicals, Tokyo, Japan) for 30 min, 
the MPTMS was then expelled from the capillary. The sol-gel reaction occurred in a solution 
containing 0.5 mL of 0.01 M acetic acid, 0.2 mL of tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) (Shinetsu 
Chemicals, Tokyo, Japan) and 54 mg of polyethylene glycol #6000 (PEG) (Nakarai Chemicals, 
Kyoto, Japan). The resulting sol-gel solution was introduced into the capillary by inserting the inlet 
end of capillary into the sol-gel solution. The sol-gel solution could gradually enter the capillary as 
a function of capillary phenomenon. After introducing a 0.5-mm plug of the sol-gel solution into the 
capillary, the plug was moved to the position at about 2 cm from the inlet end by a suction applied 
at the outlet end, and the capillary was placed into GC oven at 40℃ for 24 h. The column was 
rinsed with water and 0.2 M ammonium hydroxide solution in turn, and the capillary was placed 
into GC oven for another 24 h. Temperature of oven was then increased from 40℃ to 300℃ at a 
rate of 1.0℃/min, kept at 80℃, 120℃, 180℃ and 300℃ for 4 h, respectively. Finally, the column 
was cooled to room temperature at a rate of −1.0℃/min after it was purged with helium at 180℃ 
for 1 h. As a result, the plug became a frit for packing the SPE sorbents. 
     Laser light from a Q-switched Nd:YAG pulse laser (output power: 32 mW, frequency: 1 Hz; 
Continuum, CA, USA) [42, 43] focused by a lens (focus length: 5 cm) illuminated on the capillary 
at about 1 mm away from the frit to open a hole. By controlling the illuminating pulse numbers and 
distance between focal point and the capillary, a hole on the capillary with desired size could be 
obtained.  The length between the hole and the detection point was about 89 cm. A photograph of 
the hole obtained by an optical microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) was shown in Fig. 5.1. The 
hole-opened section of the capillary was fixed at the bottom of a reservoir (Fig. 5.2B). 
     Slurry of the SPE sorbents was introduced into the inlet end of the capillary. The packed 
sorbents were about 3 mm in length. A small quantity of glass-wool was then inserted to prevent the 
sorbents from leaking out of the capillary. The extra part of the capillary between the inlet end and 
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the glass-wool was cut off (Fig. 5.2A). Water, methanol and water were introduced into the capillary 
for 1, 5 and 1 min, respectively, for conditioning of the sorbents. 
 
Hole, 
φ 30μm 
100μm
Figure 5.1. Photograph of the hole on the capillary wall for in-capillary SPE-CE. 
 
2.4. Procedure of in-capillary SPE-CE 
     Procedure of in-capillary SPE-CE was illustrated in Fig. 5.2B-E. Firstly, the capillary was 
filled with the buffer and its outlet end was pressed to a rubber block [12]. Then, a sample solution 
in a 2-ml vial was introduced into the inlet end by a pressure of injecting air into the vial, and the 
sample waste flowed out from the hole (Fig. 5.2B). The flow rate could be roughly adjusted by 
changing the injected air-volume into the vial. The sample volume loaded to the sorbent was 
calculated from the decreased sample mass in the vial, which was weighed by a balance (Mettler, 
Western Germany). Then, the loading flow rate was calculated from the loading volume and the 
loading time. After a certain loading time, water was injected into the capillary for 30 sec-washing. 
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Secondly, the rubber block was removed, and the buffer solution was injected from the outlet end of 
the capillary to fill the inlet end with the buffer (Fig. 5.2C). Thirdly, the buffer was added into the 
reservoir where the hole-opened capillary was fixed, then a methanol plug of 1.5 mm followed by a  
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Figure 5.2. Schematic illustration of the capillary construction for in-capillary SPE-CE (A) and the 
in-capillary SPE-CE procedure (B-E).  
B:  Sample loading 
C:  Refilling the capillary between the hole and the inlet end with buffer 
D:  Introducing methanol followed by buffer from the inlet end by a suction at outlet end 
E:  CE 
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buffer plug of about 1 cm was introduced into the capillary from the inlet end by a suction at the 
outlet end (Fig. 5.2D). Finally, a conventional CE was carried out by applying a voltage of 20 kV 
between the hole and the outlet end of the capillary, while the electric potential of the inlet end was 
kept the same as that of the open-hole buffer reservoir (Fig. 5.2E). 
     For a comparison, a conventional CE was also carried out in a capillary with the same length 
but without SPE sorbents by a hydrodynamical injection (5 cm of height and 10 s of injection time). 
The electroosmotic flow (EOF) was determined with methanol as a neutral marker. 
2.5. Off-line SPE-HPLC 
The river water sample of 1 L was loaded in a cartridge of 30 mg Abselut Sorbent at a flow 
rate of 5 mL/min, which was conditioned before loading by 5 ml of methanol and 5 ml of water. 
After washing with 5 ml of water, 1 mL methanol was used for desorption of the absorbed species. 
The desorbed methanol solution was analyzed by a HPLC (Shimazu, Kyoto, Japan) with a column 
of Finepak SIL C18-10 (Japan Spectroscopic, Tokyo, Japan). In the HPLC, the injection volume 
was 5 μL and the detection wavelength was 230 nm. The mobile phase consisted of 40% 
acetonitrile and 60% water in volume ratio. The flow rate of the mobile phase was 1 mL/min. 
2.6. Off-line SPE-CE 
The three caffeine derivations samples of 2 mg/L was loaded in a cartridge of 30 mg Abselut 
Sorbent and desorbed as described above. The eluted sample was detected by a conventional CE 
using a 10 mM of sodium carbonate-sodium hydrogen carbonate buffer solution at pH 11.0. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
     A silica-based sol-gel frit was used for stopping SPE sorbents in the capillary. As we have 
reported [41], in order to provide sufficient mechanical strength, a 0.5-mm-long frit was prepared in 
the capillary. Also, 2-mm-long glass-wool was used to prevent the sorbent from leaking out of the 
capillary in the process of buffer refilling. 
3.1. Effect of the hole size on the sample loading and the followed CE separation 
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     The loading rate of the sample on the SPE efficiency has been investigated in detail in our 
previous paper [41]. A low loading rate resulted in a high SPE efficiency but with a long 
preconcentration time. However, for a constant loading time, a high loading rate resulted in a high 
preconcentration factor. Therefore, a big hole is desirable since it permits a high loading rate in 
view of loading sample and sample preconcentration. 
After the sample loading, a short plug of methanol was introduced into the inlet end of 
capillary by suction at the outlet end. In this process, the buffer solution in the hole-hold-reservoir 
would enter the capillary from the hole and dilute the eluted methanol solution passing by the hole. 
As a result, the plug of the eluted methanol solution would become long. This resulted in broadened 
peaks and decreased separation efficiency. Figure 5.3 shows a plot of half peak width of methanol 
versus size of the hole. The half of the peak width of methanol increased significantly when the hole 
was larger than 30 μm. Therefore, a hole of 30 μm in diameter was used here. The loading flow rate 
was determined to be about 4.3 μL/min when flushing out from the 30 μm-hole. 
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Figure 5.3. Plot of half peak width of methanol versus diameter of the hole on the capillary wall. 
Error bars indicate a range of data in 3 experiments.  A 1.5-mm-long methanol followed by 
1-cm-long buffer was introduced from the inlet end of the capillary by suction at the outlet end.  
Then a 20000 V of voltage was applied between the hole and the outlet end.  The packed sorbent 
was 3-mm-long.  Other experimental conditions are described in text. 
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3.2. In-capillary SPE-CE for chlorophenols 
The in-capillary SPE-CE for chlorophenols was carried out by the procedure shown in Fig. 
2B-E. Because a separation with good resolution for 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol 
was observed with a 25 mM boric acid-sodium borate buffer solution in a pH range of 7.0 ~ 8.0 [41], 
a buffer solution of pH 7.5 was used here. The chlorophenol analytes were extracted and 
concentrated in the sorbents during sample loading. Then, desorption with methanol was performed. 
The optimal ratio of methanol plug to the packed sorbents plug was experimentally determined to 
be about 1:2 [41]. For the 3-mm-long sorbents, a 1.5-mm-long plug of methanol was injected into 
the capillary. The breakthrough volume of the in-capillary SPE-CE for the chlorophenols was 
investigated with standard solutions. Both breakthrough volumes for 0.5 μg/mL of 
2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol were about 270 μL. 
When the sample loading time was 120 min, peak heights of the two chlorophenols were 
proportional to their concentration in a range of 0.08 ~ 5 ng/mL. Limits of detection (LODs), 
defined as three times of the standard deviation of the blank signal, were 25 pg/mL for 
2,4-dichlorophenol and 17 pg/mL for 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively. In a conventional CE, the 
LODs were determined to be 400 ng/mL for 2,4-dichlorophenol and 300 ng/mL for 
2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively. This means that more than 16000-fold of preconcentration 
factors could be obtained in this method. The preconcentration factor was higher than that in our 
previous work mainly due to that more amounts of the sorbents were packed. The LODs of the two 
chlorophenols from the in-capillary SPE-CE were lower than those from off-line SPE-CE [44, 45], 
SPME-GC [46], off-line SPE-MEKC-EC [47], on-column SPME-CE [24], and FASS (field 
amplified sample stacking)-FASI (field amplified sample injection)-MEKC-EC on a microchip [48]. 
However, the SPE efficiency was not high and estimated to be about 40% (The loaded sample 
volume in 120 min was about 40000 times of the introduced sample volume for the conventional 
CE, but only 16000-fold of preconcentration factors were achieved.). Besides the relatively high 
loading flow rate, nonuniform packing of the nonuniform sorbent particles in the small dimension 
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of the capillary caused the insufficient SPE of the chlorophenols. If the uniform packing with 
smaller sorbent particles were realized, the SPE efficiency could be improved and the LODs of the 
chlorophenols would further be lowered. 
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of detection limits and separation efficiencies for the conventional CE (A) 
and in-capillary SPE-CE (B).  Sample concentrations were 0.5 μg/mL (A) and 0.2 ng/mL (B). 
Peaks 1 and 2 are 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively. Other experimental 
conditions are described in text. 
 
Furthermore, the separation efficiency of the in-capillary SPE-CE was also compared with that 
in the conventional CE. Figure 5.4A shows an electropherogram of 500 ng/mL of 
2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol for the conventional CE. The two compounds were 
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separated with a resolution of 9.4 and a plate numbers of 65000 ~ 69000 (calculated according to 
N = 5.54(tr/W1/2)2, where N is the plate number, tr is the migration time of the analyte, W1/2 is half 
width of peak). Figure 5.4B shows the in-capillary SPE-CE results of the two chlorophenols at 0.2 
ng/ml. The resolution of the two chlorophenols was 7.3 and the plate numbers were 58000 ~ 
63000. This result indicated that the resolution and separation efficiency in the present SPE-CE 
decreased a little in comparison with the conventional CE. When the separation voltage was 
applied between the hole and the outlet end of the capillary, the electroosmotic flow (EOF) was 
from the hole to the outlet end. Because the size of the hole was smaller than the inner diameter of 
the capillary, the EOF was slower than that in the conventional CE. Therefore, the migration times 
of the two chlorophenols in the in-capillary SPE-CE were longer than those in the conventional 
CE (Fig. 5.4). 
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Figure 5.5. The in-capillary SPE-CE results for 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol at 0.2 
ng/ml in three consecutive days.  Peaks 1 and 2 are 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, 
respectively.  Other experimental conditions are described in text. 
 
     When the replicate analyses were performed in a single day using the standard chlorophenols 
samples at 0.2 ng/ml for 120 min of loading, the relative standard deviations (RSDs) of migration 
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time and peak height were 2.4% and 12.6% for 2,4-dichlorophenol, 2.9% and 9.6% for 
2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively (n = 5). The in-capillary SPE-CE was also performed in different 
days. Figure 5.5 shows one example of the results obtained for the chlorophenols at 0.2 ng/ml in 
three consecutive days. The RSDs of migration time and peak height just from the Figure 5.5 were 
2.8% and 19.6% for 2,4-dichlorophenol, 3.4% and 14.7% for 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively. 
Because no strict control in temperature, loading rate and other experimental conditions were 
carried out, this reproducibility could be accepted considering the rather low sample concentration 
(lower than the detection limits of the conventional CE). The reproducibility could be improved if a 
control of the sample loading and desorption was performed. 
3.3 Demonstration of elimination of the adsorption problem 
As shown in Fig. 5.2B, because the sample waste was expelled from the hole during loading of 
the sample, the sample waste would not enter the separation part of the capillary beyond the hole. 
This means that the adsorbing species in the sample would not adsorb on the inner wall of the 
capillary beyond the hole. Mixture of the chlorophenols and CTAB was used as a model sample to 
demonstrate the elimination of the adsorption problem in the proposed method. Because the cationic 
surfactant CTAB can easily adsorb on the inner wall of the capillary, the EOF would be suppressed 
or even reversed in the presence of CTAB [49]. 
If the outlet end of the capillary were not blocked during sample loading, the sample waste 
would mainly pass through the separation capillary because the inner diameter of the capillary was 
much larger than the size of the hole. Then, CTAB in samples would adsorb on the inner wall of the 
separation capillary. This made the EOF slow [49]. Figure 5.6A shows the in-capillary SPE-CE 
results of the chlorophenols in 0.001 mM CTAB solution without the blocking at the outlet end 
during sample loading process. The EOF, which was indicated by the negative peak of methanol, 
became slow with the loading time. This indicated the adsorption of CTAB on the capillary 
increased with the loading time. Also, the peak of 2,4,5-trichlorophenol was seriously broadened 
and tailing, and the peak height decreased with the increase of loading time. This might be caused 
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by the adsorption of the chlorophenols on CTAB adsorbed on the capillary wall because it was 
reported that the chlorophenols has strong interaction with CTAB [50]. 
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Figure 5.6. The in-capillary SPE-CE results for 0.02 μg/ml chlorophenols in 0.001 mM CTAB 
solution without (A) and with (B) the blocking at the outlet end of the capillary during loading 
process.  Peaks 1 and 2 are 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively.  Other 
experimental conditions are described in text. 
 
If the outlet end of the capillary were blocked during sample loading, the sample waste would 
not enter the separation section of the capillary. Figure 5.6B shows the in-capillary SPE-CE results 
of the chlorophenols in 0.001 mM CTAB solution with the blocking at the outlet end during sample 
loading. In contrast to Fig. 5.6A, no change in the EOF was observed with the increase of the 
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loading time. Also, the migration times of the chlorophenols did not change and the peak height was 
proportional to the loading time. This indicated that the CTAB did not enter the separation section 
of the capillary during the sample loading. Therefore, this method can eliminate the adsorption 
problem in the in-capillary preconcentration method. 
3.4. Application 
    For in-capillary preconcentration method, the reproducibility of migration time and peak 
height generally deteriorate due to the adsorption of adsorbing species in complex real samples on 
the inner capillary wall. This limits the application of the in-capillary preconcentration-CE to real 
samples. However, the present method can be used to real samples without the adsorption problem. 
Figure 5.7A shows the electrophoregram obtained for a river water sample from down stream of the 
Kuzuryu River. This down stream sample was difficult to be analyzed by our previous SPE-CE due 
to the adsorption-caused shift of migration time, although the clean up stream water of the river was 
successfully analyzed. As shown in Fig. 5.7A, a large peak (peak X) appeared on the 
electropherogram at the position of methanol. This may be related to some neutral compounds 
present in river waters. In addition to this peak, five peaks were found. Figure 5.7B and C show the 
electropherograms of the spiked river waters with 0.2 and 0.5 ng/mL of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 
2,4,5-trichlorophenol, respectively. The height of peak 2 increased with the spiked concentration.  
The migration time of peak 2 was the same as that of 2,4-dichlorophenol. Therefore, peak 2 might 
be 2,4-dichlorophenol. In the spiked samples, a new peak (peak 6) appeared. This was 
2,4,5-trichlorophenol. 
From the heights of peak 2 and the spiked concentrations of 2,4-dichlorophenol, the 
concentration of 2,4-dichlorophenol in the river water was estimated to be about 25 pg/ml, which 
was on the same level of the LOD of this method. In order to confirm it, off-line SPE-HPLC 
experiments were performed, and the chromatograms were shown in Fig. 5.8. The eluting time of 
peak 1 in the chromatogram for the river water (Fig. 5.8A) was the same as that of 
2,4-dichlorophenol. In the chromatograms for the river waters spiked with the two chlorophenols at  
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Figure 5.7. In-capillary SPE-CE results for non-spiked river water (A) and spiked river water (B, 
C).  The spiked concentrations of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol were 0.2 ng/mL 
(B) and 0.5 ng/mL (C), respectively.  Sample loading time was 120 min.  Other experimental 
conditions are described in text. 
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Figure 5.8. Off-line SPE-HPLC results for a river sample (A) and spiked river samples with the two 
chlorophenols (B, C).  The spiked concentrations of 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol 
were 0.05 ng/ml (B) and 0.5 ng/ml (C), respectively. 
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0.05 ng/mL (Fig. 5.8B) and 0.5 ng/mL (Fig. 5.8C), height of peak 1 increased. Therefore, peak 1 
was considered to be 2,4-dichlorophenol. The concentration of 2,4-dichlorophenol was estimated to 
be 30 pg/ml from the peak height and spiked concentration in Fig. 5.8. The results agreed well with 
that obtained by the in-capillary SPE-CE method. Therefore, 2,4-dichlorophenol concentration in 
the river water was about 25 ~ 30 pg/ml (0.025 ~ 0.030 ppb). These results indicated that the 
present in-capillary SPE-CE method could be used for the detection of trace chlorophenols at 0.02 
ppb level in river waters. The detection limit of the method is even comparable with the off-line 
SPE-HPLC, where it took more than 3 minutes for conditioning, washing and desorption, 200 
minutes for sample loading, and 66 minutes for HPLC. Moreover, the desorption solvent and the 
sorbents used in the off-line SPE-HPLC were 2300000 and 4200-fold more than those in 
in-capillary SPE-CE, respectively. 
 
3.5 In-capillary SPE-CE for caffeine derivations 
    The in-capillary SPE-CE for caffeine derivations, which were difficult to be analyzed by our 
previous SPE-CE due to the serious absorption of the sample on the inner capillary wall during 
loading, was performed as well as for chlorophenols. 
    Initially, in order to set the condition of loading the sample to the sorbent, pH dependence of 
SPE efficiency for the sample were examined. Before the examination, all of the breakthrough 
volumes of the cartridge of 30 mg Abselut Sorbent for the three caffeine derivations of 2 mg/L at 
pH 3 to 6 (adjusted with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid) were determined by off-line SPE-CE, and the 
results obtained were more than 4 mL. So the sample of 1 mL at 2 mg/L, which was lower than the 
breakthrough volume, at pH 3 to 6 was used to examine pH dependence of SPE efficiency with a 
cartridge of 30 mg Abselut Sorbent. The CE results obtained from the eluted solution were 
compared with those from standard solutions to calculate SPE efficiency. The SPE efficiencies 
determined did not vary nearly with the pH of the sample, and were about 38% for theobromine, 
43% for paraxanthine and 43% for theophylline, respectively. As is well known, the hydrophobic 
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interaction between the caffeine derivations sample and the sorbent was enhanced by adjusting the 
pH of the sample below their pKa, which can be readily suppress the dissociation of caffeine 
derivations in the aqueous sample. Because the pKa of the three caffeine derivations (>8.5) were far 
higher than pH 6, the SPE efficiency of the sample was not improved appreciably in the range of 
pH 3 to 6. So the samples of the caffeine derivations at pH 5 were used for in-capillary SPE-CE. 
The breakthrough volumes of the in-capillary SPE-CE for the three caffeine derivations were 
investigated with standard solutions. All of the breakthrough volumes determined for 1 mg/L of 
theobromine, paraxanthine and theophylline were about 3 μL, which were about 50 times smaller 
than those from the chlorophenols. 
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Figure 5.9. Comparison of detection limits for the conventional CE (A) and the on-line SPE-CE (B). 
Concentrations of theobromine, paraxanthine and theophylline: 2 mg/L (A) and 0.1 mg/L (B). 
Loading time: 4 min. Peaks 1, 2 and 3 are theobromine, paraxanthine and theophylline, respectively. 
A washing with sodium hydroxide of 0.1 M between analyses was performed for 1 min. Other 
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experimental conditions are described in text. 
 
    Figure 5.9A shows a result for the caffeine derivations with conventional CE, and LODs of 
theobromine, paraxanthine and theophylline were 0.3, 0.2 and 0.2 mg/L, respectively. The plate 
numbers for theobromine, paraxanthine and theophylline were obtained as 130 000, 150 000 and 
160 000, respectively. In the presented method (Fig. 5.9B), when loading time was 4 min, the peak 
heights reached maximums, and LODs were lowered to 0.01, 0.006 and 0.006 mg/L for 
theobromine, paraxanthine and theophylline, respectively. This means more than 30-fold of 
preconcentration factors could be obtained in the in-capillary SPE-CE, which were two or three 
orders of magnitude smaller than those from the chlorophenols. The plate numbers for theobromine, 
paraxanthine and theophylline were obtained as 120 000, 150 000 and 150 000, respectively, where 
no obvious difference from that by conventional CE was observed, but a little overlap was found 
between the peaks of paraxanthine and theophylline. As far as we know, detection of the caffeine 
derivations by in-capillary SPE-CE mode was first reported. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The proposed method not only resolved the adsorption problem in in-capillary sample 
preconcentration-CE when being applied to real samples, but also lowered the detection limits by 
more than 16000-fold. Advantages of the present method include: no adsorptions on the inner wall 
of the separation capillary during loading sample, no need any connecting components (such as a 
valve or tee joint) for combining SPE and CE, and direct use of various commercial packing 
materials.   
The detection limits could be further lowered by improving packing methods and using 
smaller sorbents. This means that the time required for sample loading to achieve the same 
preconcentration fold could be shortened. Although a capillary with 100 μm i.d. was used in this 
work, a capillary with smaller inner diameter (50 or 75 μm) can also be used by packing sorbents 
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with smaller particle size. The method is also applicable to the determination of other analytes. 
In-capillary SPE-CE of caffeine derivations has been done and about 30-fold preconcentration 
factor was obtained. 
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Chapter 6  Summary 
 
Three kinds of in-capillary preconcentration methods have been successfully developed. 
 
1. Carrier ampholyte-free isoelectric focusing sample injection (concentration) has been combined 
to capillary electrophoresis (CE) in a single either deactivation treated or untreated fused silica 
capillary using an etched porous joint. Over 100-fold concentration factor has been easily obtained 
for three model proteins of bovine serum albumin, lysozyme, and ribonuclease. 
 
2. An in-capillary solid phase extraction (SPE)-CE was developed. A preconcentration factor of 
over 4000-fold was obtained for both two chlorophenols. The detection limits (S/N = 3) of 
2,4-dichlorophenol and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol were determined to be 0.1 ng/mL and 0.07 ng/mL, 
respectively. The method was applied to the analyses of spiked clean river water samples. 
 
3. An in-capillary SPE-CE system without the adsorption problem has been developed with a 
hole-opened capillary. A 16000-fold sensitivity enhancement was obtained for 2,4-dichlorophenol 
and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol in water. Moreover, it was demonstrated that the method could be directly 
applied to determination of chlorophenols on the level of 0.02 ppb in complex river water without 
adsorption problem. 
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